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                             !"T [e R. oDuc [e z oN
         The object of chprnical physics, or the molecular theory
    of the properties of substances, is to build.a bridge between
                               '
    the microscopic and rnacroscopic worlds; that is, to inter-
                                                             'kiV SF511ki) the macroscopic proper'ties or behaviors 6f substances
    from the standpoint of their structure on the molecular and
    atomie levels, and, to the contrary, to get the informations
    about the molecular structure•from the macroscopic properties
                                     '
                        '
    with the aid of the theory. This principle for a stu.dy, of
                                                               '
    course, must be applied to high polymers as well as low mole-
    cular weight substances. Accordingly, !n this articie, the
                             '
    properbÅ}es of polyn]er solutions wilX be treated froni a .
    Vmolecular--theoreticai'i standpoint. .
         Various'physical and physico-chemical properties oS .
    polymer solutions rnay be divided into two classes, .those of
                                                 ''
    diiute and concentrated solutÅ}ons, The first elass, whÅ}ch
                                                       ,
                                                '
    Å}s'closely related to Phe character of solute polyrner ip .
    dilute solutions such as the rnolecular sÅ}ze and shape, will
                                                    '
                                                               '
    be observed in the measurements of the viscosity. 11ght
    scattering, Qsm6tlc pressure, e.tc., and the second wUl
                                                               '
    include the co-operative phenomena such as the phase separa-
                        '
    tion, swelling, soZubility, e.tc. 'For convenience, here oim?
    attentions will be forcused en the properties of 'tdU.ut.e."
   ' polymer solutions except polyelectrolyte solutions. . ,
                          "
                                               '
                                            :-                         '     Zn about 1950, the theoyeticaZ system of di!ute polyrner .
                                                                   )
soiutionB has alrnost been estab)ishecl by !nany yesearchers, '
especiaUy by Flopy• As is well• known, ;t is the so-called
"excluded volume eefect," that two elements, or segnents, ot
a po::yTner ehain, possÅ}bly remotq from one another- in seq-uence
along the chaÅ}n, cannot occupy the sume space simultaneous!y.
The main contribubion of ?lory in this fteld eonsis,ts in the
introduetion of this erfect into the pQlymer chain statisti,Cs,
and in having indicated that the behavior ot a peal polymer
chain iB essentiaZZy different frorn that of T4arkoffian. And
thls theory has imraediate2y.besn app;Sed te the interpreta-
tion oS osmotic pressure, intvSnsSe viseosity,. and other pro-
pert!es of diZute peLymer Bolutions by Flory hirnself -and.his
eo-worlceys wieh a qualttgtively satSsfaotory result. .Hawpver,
in his theery, the cenneatien of segpaents, or the $patial eor-
reiation between segxnents h. as npt ccmpZetely been eaken ,Å}nto
considet,ation, and thereby there pemain sevQraZ deviatSons of
the theo?ieE rreTn experirnents unseZved we beZieve, Angther
defect of his theevies consists tn the incZusion ot the pheno-
menolegieaZ parameteys unelSrnÅ}nqted. Hence we find it ne.ces-
sary t-o r.e-exami•ne the theery oS dilute poZy:ner solutions
frem a niore rigorous and moZecuiar standpeint oz" statistical
Meehan'ies. "
 . . .
                                   .
     Thus, the aim ef this work is not only to desc?ibe sys-
tematicaNy the various preperties of-,dilute polymer solutionS,
related to the excluded Vol-urne. efSect, by the moleeular or mo-
                            -2-
del constants, but also to give a qua.ntitative 'ipterpreta-
tion for the experimental results which oannot be explatined
                                           'by the published theories.
                                                          '
                         '
     Before entering into the sub3'ect, we here conveniently.
summarize the presen•t studyt As tor the rnodel o-P polymer
                                       t-solution, the pe'avl--neek'lace model wÅ}th the contÅ}nuous mediun
approximatÅ}on wUl be ernployed throughout th!s article, The
final expressins aZZ are expvessed in a power sertes in the
exaluded volume parameter z, rv---.-. w..-v--- -•--•---=i----
     !n ehapter. .T, (!ii)rfi5t{li6ke olear the natixre of the excluded
'
volume effeet, the distrÅ}bution fungtion for distanee Rkl
                                              ' '-ibetween segments k and 1 of a pol.yvner chain, its 2m-th moment
Åq Rkl,2MÅr, the me' an square radius ef gyration Åqs2År, and the .
mean 3quape distance Åq sk2År between segment k and tbe r4olecu-
                                           'la'r eenter of mass are calculated bY using VrseU-rvTayer-Tera-
                     t
                                                           f
                          '!notots methbd of expanding-the chain phasQ integraZ. The
res ptts obtained are of nQn-1. avkoeflari..aharaater at qny.tem-
               tt                                                          'per' ature but the Flory poinV,. and are qualitatÅ}veZy' ,consist
tent with Phe experirnental data of lattice chain obt4ined by.
direct counting of its .co,nftguratÅ}ons, :n Chapter !r, the
angular distribution of scLattered Zight is caZculated using
Åq Hk12MÅr,• q.nd the influenee of the volume effect upon light
scattering rneasurement is dtscussed somewhat in detaÅ}1.
     In Chapter I:!, the osmotic second• virial coefficÅ}ent .
A2 i.s calculated folZowing the general solution theory of . ,fi
                              -5-
?
 ,
)McMillan and "fayer. Account is taken not only of the intete-
molecular interaCtion. but also of the intramolecular interac-
tion oC segrnents or the excZuded voiume effect. The results
                                          sslLow that the raolecular weight dependence of A2 is improv'ed
at least in the vicinity of the Flory temperature in compari-
son with the theories of Flory-Krigbaum and Zsihara-Koyama,
     Xrt Chapters IV and V, theories of Vhe intrinsic Visco- '
   '
                                               '
                                     l-'7sity [V] and frictional coeffieÅ}ent b are develoD.ed on the
basis ot the Ki-rkwood and Ri3eman seherne. The ?esults show
that, if OÅq is the linear expansion factor of the polymer
                           'coU, the intrinsie,viscosity is asymptottcally proportional
to oÅq2 for the free-draining case and o4 ?,L5 for the imper--
.rneabZe case. This implies that even in the Zirlfit for imper-
meable moleeule, the hydrodynamic radius of the polyrnep .eoil
is not pro,portional t. o,;Vs statistieal nadius•
     Finally, in Chapter Vr, a thorough qpmparison of the
presenttt•heories with exp.erimental data is made, taking
 solutÅ}ons of polystyr•ene Å}n cyclohexane as an qxaraple.
The results prove that the theories a?e very fitted for st-
ructigu?aZ ipterPretation et expeyimental data.
                                                             'i 'f t
                                                             -t-
                              -Ll.-, 'd[ .
                                                             •
L              Chapte? I• , CHAIN CONPIGURATION
      g 1, 1. Introduotion
     Whetiher the introduction of the long-range excluded
volume etfect into the polymer chain statistics changes the
M.a•rkotfian ch• aracter of the chaÅ}n or not, proposes an i'nter-
esting problem in both rnathematical and statistical-.mechani-
cal senses, and has close relatÅ}on to the vario'us p?operties .
of the solution• In 1949, Floryl) and Suzuki2) have inde-
pendently developed approximate theories of this effect and
i.ndicated that the mean square end-to-en'd dj.stan6e.Åq R2År or
the mean square radius of gyration Åq S2År of a chain of N .+
linkS becornes Lasy, mptotically p?oportional to a power ot N
higher than the first. That is,
             ÅqRZÅr oo N[-E (oÅqEÅqo,..-2) Åq1.1)
                                                           '
                            t-                                                 '
Hence, the Polymer chatin can nevep be regarded as the Marko-
ffian. This is inevitably of importance for theoretical in- '
                                 'terpyetation ot the Å}ntrÅ}nsic vlscos"ty and other physico-
ehemical properties of the soZution,
     AccordÅ}ngly, a number of ways of approach has been
presented,to this Probiem since vhat time. !n l9sl, Terarnoto5)
has developed a.more rigorous theory based on the U?sell-Mayer
method of imperfect gas theor .y, and derived an'expressi.on for
                                            J
                      t-
            . -5--
   '
 Åq R2År, which is qualitative!y in agreement tzri'th the Flo?y
                                                   '
 prediction mentiened above:
                        '
. ÅqR2År=Na2(f+ -il:X'- •••) (1.2)
wtth x ==(3/?Jq cz2)3/2
                           '
where a is the lehgth Qf a link and e is the vOlurne exeluded
to the center oe a segment by the p?eSence of another. This
equation has subsequently been establishqd by manY -resear-
chers,4År 8) es'peciauy by zimm, stoekrnaSev' and Fixtnan,9')' and
'we have now the expressions not only for, Åq R2År bttt also sor.
                                                              '
                                                           +
                                                          '
              Åqs2År = -rzl-Na2(I+ l.3fx-•••), '. (1•4År
                                                          /r
     However, most gS. ,..tbe publisl}ed wgrk."as been.oonfined,
to the problem of the asyniptotic beliavior oe Åq R2År/1". Fur-
                                         ithermove, exeept some tentative attempts-}O) we have not Set
a reliabZe experimental verÅ}fieation of tinese equations-
This• untortunate .siPuati.-.on seems.to arise i'n parf. from the
 eircumstanaes that the effect of a heat ot ineeraetion
 b-etween splvent and polymer has net expliei.tly been Saken
                                            '
 Å}nto ebnsideration and that•the correspb•nd-ing•e.Xpr'esSionS
fop. observable quantities such ap. ti.he osrnotie peeond v;rial
 coefficient A2, intrinsic-viseosity .[?],r e'tc but Åq s2År tiqve
      ,. ' '.d6.:-
e
o
net yet been established.
     Thus, in this chaPter, making some vefinerr.!ents t.o the
interaction between solvent and polymer segment, we ealculate
the various statistical quantities of a single poiymeT 'chain
                                                             5)Å}n dilute solution based on the UysBll-TVIayer-Teramoto method
not only to make clear the detailed nature of. the exe!uded
volume e' ffec.t but also to derive the expressSons for ,A2, [7],
etc. in later chaptors.
     gl. 2. Model and Segnent DistrÅ}bution Functions
     Consider a linear chaÅ}n cornposed of N + 1 spherical
segments ot diameter b, in'-whSeh the,segments'are connected
by N links- ot a constant' length a'one after ehe other and
are attached numbers' O, 1, 2, ..., N Srom -on'e end to the
other; and assume the ehaln to be eompletely flexÅ}ble (pearl--
                ac
                    ,For the sake'ot brevity, let us denoteneckZace medeZ)•
the coordinate of segnen-t i by the s:yrnbol ' (iÅr,,arpd the total
 eoordinates 'of a• particula? set of'n segments by the syrnbol
{n}. If the contÅ}nuous medXuxn approximation Å}s adopted, the
 tetal potentiaZ enevgy U{N+1) of the systern is given by
 the sun of pair .interactions between non-ad,iacent segtnents:
   '
 X The ieshert-range'S interterenees, such as tÅ}xed valenee
 angles and hindbred rotation about bonds, between neighbor-
 ing elernents of actual polyrner eha'in will be d-iscussed in Phe
 last chapter. '
                             -7-
L"t"
             U{N -i- 1}- 2!,. tv(.(Rtl) :-= Z L/( t} , (1.5)
                         LÅq a
where u(Rij) represents the potential of rnean force between
segnents i and j as a function of the distance Rij betwe'en
these segrnents, !n the present lack of knowZedge ot functio-
                                                           xnal fo]7Tn of u(.R.ij), we may assume as an approximation that
               oo tf o`!R{' b,
      ] --U,e)cp(--3R2/2d2) if RÅrb,
                              '
which is shown in Fig, 1. Here uo is an energy parameter,
being positive ih a poor solvent (endothermÅ}c solution) and
negative in a good solvent ÅqexothermÅ}c solution),. Artother
parameter d is assuned to be sornewhat s!.naller than a, for
uÅqR) is expected to be of short-range nature,
     For the model descpibed, the probl-em is formally the
sarne as that of' imperfect gaseB, namely the evaluation ef
a phase ihtegpal S?2( Mkl, N):
     S22(Rk2,N)=:SexPÅq--zut}/ltTMÅíN+e/ack)d(o, (i•7)
   '
                                    '
 x ree?ameto5) has ernployed the hard sphere potential and Zimm
et al.9År have adopted the assunption of short-]?ange nature of
u(R) without giving 'its explic!t tOrm.T
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Figt 1- Sch,.emael• e repreponeatien of the
   u(R)• ee inean teyee 1edween two




where la is the Boltzrnann constant, and Ce is the absolute
tBmperature. The integration extends over all the possible
configurations under the eonditions of eonstant link length
and of fixing segment k to origin and'segrnept Z to a point
at distance !kl =IMkll= i(1) - (k}( from the origin.
(Vhe syrnbol d{N + 1} /d(k) d(1År .indicqeqs that the inte-
                                  't' 'gration goes over all coordinates exeept those oe the speci-
fied segrnents k and 1.)
                                   ,
     Tn the abs en ce of in te rsegrp,en tal Åíor ce, st 2( )R kz, NÅr
reduees to the coryesponding phase integval S2iO)(Mkl, NÅr
for the ideaZ ehaÅ}n of N Zink$: •- - - •
            S2 Ee'( ff? k, ,N) = fd{N+i}/a(fe)dÅqO . (z;8År
                          dt
POV ,R2(O)( IRkz, N), we may assuine
                 IL' r'
     REe'( fR ,, ,'N )= (•t{ Jc g(2)"(p,Q2 /7z;) e xP Åq-- PleZ RkeaÅr, a.g}
           ' 6laE ---- 3/2Åq2-le'Åra2,
                    ,
                                     'where ( tt7ta2)N is the phase Å}nte.gral of this ehaÅ}n which is
allowed te have 311 the configixrations without fixing the
               '' :'s•peeÅ}fÅ}ed segments k-and 1. The assumption (1.9) becornes
asymptotieally valÅ}d" as (1'-- k) beeomes large. It is noted
here that, it {n} =(i), (j), .•., (t), we have
L
'l
.s ?XO'( {n}, N) --- f ol.{N+ 1 }/d { )'t}
  = (4;c a2ÅrN't't.RS9'( iR,", l- t) .s'2?E•O'(Rik,h-2) • •• R,`O(' R,,,t-s). (i'iO)
    Now, if we 'introduce a shopt-range funet!on ,2fij deMned
by
                 '
      '
             i(l} i: eXP(-UtJ/ik T) --1, .• (i.ii)
                                  r-               '
the inte.cr.?and 'of Eq. (2.7År ca'n be expanded` in the form,
  erP (- .Z utj /ikT) = 1 + Z ,1( tt f Åí 2Er ,njv xl ,t + • ` ' ;
                                                Åq1.I2)
         3;'År,({l?k2 ,N) = ,g2SO'( Rhg , N) + .!l? ;' '( (Rh, , N) + ' • ' ,
         S:);"(Rh2,N) t-'-- .ii,)} 5" ,xv d{ Ng }/oc(la) bt(m ,
                                                    '
Zntegrat!ng with respect to the 'coordinates except (k), Åql),
(i) and (j),' wiVh keeping Eq. (l.10) in'mind, we obtain
             e
     .
     S,lft$d{N+f]/dÅqla)d(2)' ' -
 = "7, cxz2)"'tA2 S .x t} s2Se)(Rti,}-t) s2EO'(tR2k, la-i)
       X S)EO'(Rk,,2-- la)ot(O d-(l) tf ostÅqa Åq- k ,
                                                     (i.IU)
 = (`FJ( a2)""k-2vf ,xt"• S)SO'(RkL,L-la)LQ:O'(Rti' ,i-t)
        ÅrÅq s:) go)( R}2,R-i) ,c(o ac&) vf la K eÅq sE Jz ,
           -------- -- ----- .- .- "
Fig. 2 shows the cluster dÅ}agraims corresponding to each
expression in Eq. (l,,14). Th•e integrals of this type "ean 'be
readÅ}ly evaluaited by the Fourieve and Å}nverse transforma--
tions .ll) An example is taken of the case k -Åq i Åq j s 1
below. rf the Foumier transSorm ot the integral
r
                                            ttJ( Rk2 ) = S .X ti n60'( R Rt , t--- h) Jf2 ie'( tie ia , }-v)
                                                     (1.I5)
                   X .r2 EO'( ,Ri2 , 2- 'j ) tiÅq ( 't År d-.(l) ,
is denoted by H(q'),. the iTnve'r,Se transform JifÅqR, kz).iS gl •Yen• by
       [yÅqRk2) = 's iE, j7 exP (Ttciz •Rkg)•H (z) eLz . Åqi. i6 )
                                                      '
                      tt
        H (7) =" fi, (fa, L- k) a2(7s }`i ) fti(77 2-p }) ,
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Fig. 2i Cluster' diagrams -for the single eontact integra::
J.Zij d{N •- l] /d(k)d(al). Mhe-heavy lines bonneet ihe
contiaat segnients i and j. rhe broken !ines rePresenti
the given distanee Rkl. - '
                     . "15:'t
On performing the integrations in Eqs. (1.16) an~ (l.l?), all
terms higher than the second of uo/IkT in the expan_sion- of
Xij are neglected... Tb.lsJ;1eglection is justified 'py, the ex-
perimental result that the heat of mixing is. usually small·
in polymer solutions. Furthermore, the follcwing approxima-
t~on is introduced,
h «J <: a.. (1.18)
This is a necess.aryc~ndition in order that the imperfect
gas-lIke-expansion could be applied: the first condition
b « a indicates that the volume effect is s'ufficiently
small, andthesec.ond condition d < a means the mean force
of segmental interaction to be short~ranged,as supposed
from Eq. (1.6). Thus, .after laborious but· s tr~ightforward
6aicuiations,-e we arrive atbfes
 r( Rk2 ) = -[z/Niq-oi}]( tp 7t a2)2-le( a'laÅí3/rc8) exp (-- erkQ2 ie ., ,`Z ) , a . ig)
             7lah2 = 3/2 (2- la -2+L ) a2
wtth
 Åí .--. (Åí)t(-t})3(I.- S2.) Nt, , (l:20)
                      t
            o-((e)iÅq6 )'- d( ito ), (i.2i)
                                                             --
(E) has the dimension•os temperature• and j.t is expected fr6ra
Eq. (1.18) tg have the .same sign as uo, rf w'e could eonsi-
der higher terTns than the second of ue/ikT, [ l - (Åqeb /T)] in
z would be replaeed by a povger, Be?ies in {Eb/CD tn gen'erall.
     ealculating• the remaining Å}ntegrals• in )Eq.- (l,,14) by
the siinilar, proeeclur,e as meT:Pi•oned abeve, eve.ntuqlZ: we
obtain
 N See Appendix I.
XX This expressien for z i' s identieal to that'
 by ZirLm et
al.9) The substitution of the following Å}nto Egi (1.5)
 p . s- .f ef eorp (- tt/faT') -1) en rid r' fy (4x bi/3) (i- (@/r) ] .
      o
                            .- l5-
      528PÅq R ,,,N) : ,Z,a [- Z/ Ni(a -- t)g)
  ( x( -.JT a2 )N(b.ie23/z i) e!xP (-- zrk2a Rk22 ),
             Xk 22 = 3/2 Yle2 a2 ,
         e-- la ' ' tf oitÅqgsk or2ÅqtÅqlsN, (i 22)
        (2 --- R)-(3-'L) . Lf lesCÅq8E2, L
 Vk2 = (2 --- va)-- (ca-la)za/(0-O) tf osts la, kÅqas2• ,
   ' (jZ -la)-- ((j2-L)2/( ,F-t)] LTf k !t f{ 2, 2Åq ti' f{ N,
                       '
                        '
                  '    (2 .- k')-[(2-k)2/(a--'t)) Lf p. -s L `r: k, 2Åq j- s N.
The calculation of st2(n) CR.kzl N)'s higher than S22(1)
( Rkl, N) iS not given hepe,.but their contribution to
,SfZ2( Mkl, N) ShOuld be prpportiohal to higher powers than
Vhe seeond of z. tuhus, it Å}s concluded that the combination
of Eq. (l.l5). with Eqs, (l.9År and (1.22) ' hereafter, call
Å}t the single eonta:et aPproximation gives .correctly
st2( IRkz, N) up to the first power of z and enables one to
calculate Vhe initial dependence of average chain confÅ}gura-
tions Qn z.
                                                         '
                                                            ''
     The probability pn{n} d{n} of observlng a partieular
set of n segments i'n d{n}'at{n}, irrespective of the.
coordlnates o•f the remaining seg-ments, is given by
                              -l6- .
    P.,, { n. }t {. {n} =: C Å~ st.({ yt }, N) dv{n } ,
    st.({n}, N) ---- Jfexp (-- Åíute' /he17)a{N+i}/di{'i }7 (i .2s)
     C-S=e SJI'2! •.({n}, N) ot- {n} -
        == S e ) p (- iu ts /lkT) a{Nt t }/oc( la ) ,
                          'where V is the volume of the system. Iife shall call the
•functÅ}Qn pn{p}'  'treduced sel;!nent distributÅ}on functÅ}on•."
VsÅ}ng Eq• (1•15) with (1.9) and (l,22), and remembering the
detinStion of'LSfi}l 2( Mkl, tf)', Eq. (1.7), we can obtain
  c-i=SOeK2.(tRkp ,N) `f rL Rk22eLR k2
     = czFJnra2)" [i;., z N-t ,g.l("-t)-l+ •,.) (i•24)
                                               .
                                             -== (•`F7,[a2)" C1- vi (NiL-2vtE)x +•••) fot tafse N.
In addition, the radial distribution functS'on' tor unspedifiea
segment 92{r), which is used in the.next chapter, may'b'e
               '
       9, ( r) = 2 N- 2ki2 P. ( k, 2 ; l R h21 -- r ) . "
                                                    (1.25)
                             ;17L .
      gl. s. Average chain configuratÅ}ons I
     oixr aim in thÅ}s seetion is to deriVe the various aVe?6ge
chain configu]?ations which qharacte)ize the stati'sticai pr6'-
perties of a slngl.e polymer ehain present in dilute solution.
More generaily than Sn the earlSer works, we begin wÅ}th the
caleulation oS the 2m-th moment ot the distribution tunction
of the dÅ}stanee between segments k and 1, from whieh the.
rnean square end-to-end distance, the mean square radius of
g. yration, etce are immedÅ}ateXy devived.
     (a) Distance between segrnents k and 1,
     It Å}s cleare that Åq Rk12MÅr is given by
 ÅqRk2-MÅr =:SRhR2iM P,Cta,2)`F Jc RE,2 ot Rk2 -
                                                       Q.26År
        = SR ke2M'2st,( IRh2 ,N) dRk2/fR lap2 Ri(R k2 , N) dRkR .
Substituting Eqs• {1•15År with Cli9) and (1,22År into Eq. (l•26'År,
             (2M+t)l
  Åq'R fe," '"År = g.. m! (Q- le )"Scz2M [ 1 + r.,, (N, k,2) z ],
                                                       (1,27)
]1.,, ( N, la ,2) = N-Å} ,Åí, { f -- ( v,, /(Q -- to)'VrL } ( ,F - op-'ii , -
                 bÅqa r 1 .•
                             :}8r-
                                                            .
  The sums may, be eonverted to integrals, anct the Å}n•tegrations
  proceed in terrns ot elementary funetions. The result is
  (Tor )Ti/2 ÅrÅr i),
   lhrt(N• la,2) t- 'i[l'k;'Å}. ,Z'".', p`.,'-."t,'iP'i(li :) {' p'2..'-'-..,..,.. (e- ta );t '''
    . .-f.pti,li, (N-P"'a"'-iP"2-J ---ÅqN-k)-"'tJ(2-la)e a.2s)
         L -+ t2.", pt-(i'tÅrg..d;i Åq2gp)(kZ(2P-ZÅÄzY-RP'g+t)
              + (N-2 )X ((N-. le )P'Z+t -- ( N.-- .e )P-X+iÅr) Åq2-k )'P}.
  ,Vlhen m = 1, we obtain imrhediateXy the mean square distance
  ÅqRk12År between segrnents kand l: ' .
            Åq R ke'-` År =: (e - k ) a3 (f + lt( N, k ,2 ) Åí ) , . . .
       !, (N, la,2) = (`1-/3 ) N-'; {( 8/3) (2- la )l -- -f, (N- la )t (z .2g)
      " -- 4- llt+ N-t (2-k) -- (g/3 )Åq2-k )'-t
. . x((.N.2 S-(N-la )ft -- 2i+ la?)l.
       (b) Distanae beVween the End Segments.
       Xn the case of k =O and ! = AT, Åír'6rn Eq. (1.27), vife
  ..gbPain for the 2m-th moment of the distributÅ}on funcbian ot
" the end-to-end distanee
                                =IS. .
       Åq R2MÅr =- Åq R.k"i År =
                      -va
             x{1 +[ i,
The above equation, when
to-end distance,
[C2MM)!/6M




m = 1, gives
.
(1.50)
the mean square end-
            Åq R2År --- Na2 (1 + (zF/3 År x J, (1•51År
which has been depived by many authors.5)'-9)'
      (c) Distance between Segment ahd the l!.Tolecular Center
         ot Mass. ' :-
     As is well kno;rn, the mean square radius oS gyration
Åq s2År Å}s given by
      ÅqslaÅr= -ili- `i:Åqsk2År = ri, kZ,2ÅqRla2'2År, (1•s2)
wheve Sk is the dÅ}sVanee between segment• k: and1he mele-
                                         .
 cular centete of mass. cehe?e-fo-re• 'subs•tituting'kEq. (L29) intc
..
Eq•; ('1.5'2. ), 'ahd ne.pla•cÅ}ng surrmation-hb.y. integration, we finLg--
                              +- a.o.
which is jus t the equation (1.4,) already given by Zimm et
. 1 9)a .
2In addition, < Sk'> can be easily shown to h.ave the
expression*
(:L ·.34)
where < R1 15.
2 > is ~btained by exch(j.nging k for 1 in < Bki2>,
Eq.(1.29), and vic~ versa. ,Ev(3ntually we fiBd
<.5: >= t Na2 { ri - 3 (R/N) + 3(~/Nf) + J(N,!z) ~ } ,
• .33 3
J ( N, ~) :=:. ( 12 1/21 ) - ( 3 2/3) N-::r (k T +' ( N -R Y J
,. 5'" 5"'.
+ (2+/,,) N-"i" (fz-:r + .c N _I<)'i"" )
(! -3- "( S :3 )-r 4o. 3) Nt.. R + (N '- ~) '.
(l·.35 ),
Eq. (1.27) will be used to calcullAte the angular dis-
tr'ibution of scattered lights in the next chapter, and Eqs.
'J
(1.29) and' (1.35) will be 'used t'o calculate the intrinsic
"
* See Appendix .11.
-21"'-
  v Å}s cos 'j ty in C ha p te r IV •
       Eqs. (1.51) and (1•55) show that-a porZyrner chain, owing'
  to the repulsive interacCion (volume effect), will expand
                                                              '
  more largely than a Gaussian case and, in good selvents, the
  energetical interactions betwegn solvent and se.g.ment fprce
                                                              "t }
  the chain Vo expand more and rnore,, .whereas in 'poor. sol,v.gpt's
  they werk to shrink it•r"iherpfore, when T = ÅqEb , the volume
  effect counteracts •the energetical in-teracti.o.n so tbat t,he
                                    '
                                              'polymer chain apparently behaves UYe a GaUssian chain. .
                                                        '
                                                        '
  Accordingly the (ED defined by Eq. (1,21) is npth;ng but the
 -
  Flory temperature and becomes bÅ}gher as Uo is large., nqmely.
" in the poo?er solvents.
       -
          '
   '
   '
                                           '
               ";.
       g ;."4.L" Geneval Remarks on StaPistSeal PropertÅ}eS .
                                          -
                                                             -'
       Although many studies. have been proppsed o\i.the excZuded
  volufiie etfect os a polyme? chain, rnbst oÅí them have-been dea-
  ling wÅ}th the asymptotib -behaviob 6f Åq R2År/N to? large N,
- whieh has already been dÅ}scussed ,sue,. Here our attantionS
  a.r.g.fqrcused op a tew other.statistÅ}cal"properties of a
        !-
  polLyhe'ti-chain-in dilute. s.olution ;ghich qre easily. deduced-
         -ny
         t;
  fr om the res ul ts obt a' ined in- the previous se cti o• nK •'
       '
        (a) shape ofriNstribution FunetiOn Of R• L,v../
        SUPPOSe a Gaussian distributipn fungtion,"the second L`
                                      L
  rnoment' ot-whieh is just given by Eq". (1.51). ]enoting the
                     t - . - 22d i,
                                        N
ip 't'
   2m-th moment of this SutnctSon by Åq R2MÅrG, we obtain
                  (2Vrlr+I).i 'vvL 2År,vi
         ÅqRa"iÅrG --'-- 6,,, .v,,•l N CL (t -I- -g -yvLz). Åqi.56)
                        '
                                                      '
                                     'Cornparing this wÅ}th Eq• (150), we imrnediately tÅ}nd that
   Åq R2MÅrG is always larger than Åq R2MÅr, if z is positive.
   This is to be compared with the experirnentai vesuZt ot {eera-
   moto, Kurata and thei? eoworkers12År in Fig. s, where !s
 ' shown the distipibution function of -R for a short lattioe .
   chain obtained by direct enumeration of all possÅ}bZe cOnfi-
                                             i
   gurations, In the figvifpe, the Gaussian distribution func-
   tion appi?oaehes zero sJowly in the range of larger R than
   that eorrespondÅ}ng to ies maximum, whiZe Vhe distributÅ}ori
   tunetion of R for a veal poZymier ehain (lattice ehain) in-
        J
   creases gvadua12y to its maxlmum, and then faUs down to
   zero•suddenly; or in other words, Åq R2MÅr Åq Åq R2MÅrG.
        (b) ÅqR2År/Åqs2År, '
       :Eqs, (1•51) and (1.55) lead us to
                                   '
                 '
   ' ,,. ÅqR2 År/Åq ,s 2År == 6(i+ 3i. X), (i-57)
   The ratio ÅqR2År /Åqs2År s•taipts at six tor z == o, Lind in--
   Creases wÅ}th inoreasing z. In this conne,ct'ion, it is noted
r' ; here tshat, in the ease.of two-dimensional lattice chain, the
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Eig• 5.. Shape of tihe distribution Åíunction for' end-to-end disVeJ?ee
R of dwo-dementional square lattiee chain wtth N----17t
Histegrain: Terainoto and Kuraears experiment.12) chdm:
curve 'l: randtm flight. ' FuZl eurvve 2: Gaus6ien ftmct.;ion
with the samg vazue of ÅqR2År as the histogtazrtts. short
line 3 indicates the rootrmean-sguare .end-to-end di6Vance ..
        '





         /
 ratio arrives indeed at 7.Uz for N=!7.12) -
                2
    •(C) ` Sk ''
     According to Eq• (l•55), we obtqin
                    =
               CN/3 )a 6L (1 + O. 61 Z ) Llf l? =O, Nt
                                                            '
                               'This equation indicates that the excluded-volvLme effect'has
the larger inMuence on the segments hea? the ends' than that
    'on bhe intermediate segments; those are located, 'on the .
average, in the "skinT' part of pelymer cOil and th'ese in
the i'core" part. Aecordingly, the expansion of polymer
chain does not occur unitormly, but more largely in the skin
part'than in the co?e part.'This behavior contr•ibutes an
unnegligible eftect to the iritrinsic viscos-itY•-as will be'
shown !n Chapter lV. , ' '- •
     These results can not' be ob/tai•ned by,the Iplory theory,1)
fOr CQrnp!ete 4ccount is not taken of -the cQnneption of s.eg+.
rnents and thereby the anisotropSC natu?e of a Polymer chain
iS lost in his theory.X
-e Acco?dring to the mory theory,li) the expansion fo polyrner
coil oqcurs uniformly. and hence Åq R2År / Åq s2År =6 irrespec-
tive of- -the. excluded voltme effect.
                              -,a5-
             Chapter II• LXGHT.SCATTERXNG J
     g 2. i. !ntroductlon
     As is welZ known, the light scattering measurem.ent of
polymer solutions is a direct and powerful method of deter-
mining the molecular size and shape of soZute polyme?. There are
twO representattve methods of expeviment atid'analysis; one
is the anguZar variatÅ}on method and the other'  i' s the dÅ}s' sym-
metry meVhod- The foyrner yields the mean square radÅ}us gS
gyration Åq s2År' itself. on the othor hand, the Delyrner dirnen'-
                                          'sion obtained in the latter is striatly equivalent to neithey
the mean squar'e end-to-end distanoe Åq R2År nor Åq s2År at non-
Plory temperatu?es, sinee the angular distribution of sca,Pt-,
ered lights, upon which the analysis is based, has not yeL`
been derived exeept toy a eeussian ehain. AceordÅ}ngly, Å}t
appeavs neeessary to make a more detailed eonsideratlon for
the dissymetry rnethod.' orhus, in this ehapter, we ealculate -
the anglulav distribution oS seattered ISghts using the same-
rnodel as before, and examine the excluded volune etfect' op
                              1.
                                         'it somewhat in detaiZ.
     g2. 2. ExpansÅ}on of the Angular Distribution `
     It is already knqwn that the intensity, Z of light scatt-
                                                      -
                                           Jered th?oin polyrmev solution is generally related to the con-
                              - 26.
centration c arid scattering angZe e by the equatio' n,
     . Kc/r == 1/tvl ?(g) t2A2c+•t•, Åq2.1)
whe?e K is bhe constant, IYf the polymer molecular weight,
and A2 the osrnotic secopd virial coefficient, which is
treated in the next chapter. P(e) Å}s the so-calledi
angular distribution of scattered 11ght, whieh reprpsents
the eorrection for the interterence Of lights fcattered .
frem small elementis of lapge pa?tiele (polyrner -segments,) and.
just as tor X-ray and electron scatterÅ}ng, is expressed in
                                    '
            ?Ce) = S'OeO.(x)eacP (27LL'.,5}tlt/A)otJr , (2.2)
                   -oo
                                                           ,Here N. Ss tbe wave lengVh ot light zn.mediun and S'2('y) IS
the:-radial distyibution funetion for segnzents of Vhe sameF
polymer ehairf, wbichLis cletineti by Eq• (Z•25)• 4 rePre-. .,
Sents the vecton aitfefoenee beeween unSt Veeters in Che
2ili e.Clll,OnS: Of ine..i.g.p.ntl .ftnd seattered iights, and tts ma•inÅ}.
                                                 '
                                             .
                                               -t
             b == i•Åq5.(= 2A;in(e/2). ' (2•5)
                             .r2'7-
                -
      sÅ}nce St is difficuZt to perform straight-forwardly the,
 'integration in Eq• (2•2), which extends over all directions
 as weZl as magnitudes of Ir7 at constant .e, we expand the
 integrand and then integratie term-by-term. Th6 'result is
  II? ce ) = 1 - ,5', (2 AVn C e/2 )J 2 -f- • • . + (- t )"'L S,,,, (2 zi,,e, (e/2)]2'n+ , , ,',
                                                        (2.4)
     -- S'n= (2.,.+tllid N2 ('!ililtL)2"rLlar{IT.s?ÅqR. k22'!:F.?-, t t, . ...-
 substityting Eq, (1.27) into. Eg, (2-4), .and replacÅ}ng svunma-
 eion by integration over k and• 1, we obtatn' aftet'tedio'usl" .
 calculaPions,
                                       i ''" 't
       .:p(g) == 5, (-e-v-t+v)-+ z,.g, S'Ii:L:ilva c.v'nt, (2,s'År
 where v ,-.-- (91t2Na2/3 Aa) .tbbna(e/2 År, (2.6')
 'd--ztr.,-F,El;`--`l(v{,..,,ÅéÅr('.2fi.S'(..i)
J "(wt+i)(m` ii)(p,i)+(2P"Pt2..P, p-`a-`.'e'.d-- (2,p) (2'7)
   Kfrti.I7.'•'Zi.-P,=i-i,fl2ir-A')i("nL8P)--,.-f,,'M,21eP,"ip,`i2,t.;}('vrtlP'i)j},
 and' z is given• by Eq. (l.20). The nurnerical'values of
 Cn: (M :E 7) are shown in Table I, which were ealeulated by '




Table Z•. NumeriÅëa1 'values




              '
           '
            /rthe respective eeefficients
 (2.5) and (2,9).
          '
   tt
                     -
 '
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Eq,. (2..7). Zt is noted her"e t.hat the first term in Eq. (2.s)
                                                            'has a.1,ready been d"e'rived :for a Gaussian chain.
.'
 g 2..5. Excluded Vol-ume Eff`ect p`n''thgT':A' rigular D.Å}s-
                                         '
                                     '
                                              '
                    -+
                           -t     Rem. ernbering Eq• (l••52)} the first c6e'-f's'Li:e':ieht 81 '"in
Eq. (2,U)•..can be written'as .
                                                   '
                        -
               '
                                    '
               '
    - . S, =(`e-z2/3 A2 )Åq,s 2År, .. (i ?' -. s)
Hence, the angutave variaVion- rnethed ytib::dsi•i"tfue -Åq s2År, irt'es--
pe'ctive,of the velirme effect.. ',
 - Op the contr-ary, ,Lit appearS neeesB'i :r' y:to,make a more
, de talled cons idera•tl on for the ct Ss 'symmetry me thod , Eq • : (2,5 •År
                                         '
may be rewritten as
                                 f)n+1,- ' ''
       ' ?(e)= R.'cel).:.. zAEi., W'il,, DvXvt wt, " Åq2..g)`
     '' .1?'(e) =(2/lt-i2)(e-'V'Lt+viÅr, • •'
      . -v'= c{67T,z/,}\2ÅrÅqsiÅr .di,iÅrvL2(e/2),, ..
                                                         '
         ['ot'== c3nytSix'tt''';.a,)Li' .l3,.f '- C'm .. . : "
                         =-In TabZe I are given the nmiefieal values 'ot 1)tn. .From Eq•
'(2.'9'), it is• obv•ious, that -the angul,ar diSVribution eunction
                              ;- 5ot
i  pt(S) currently in use deviates from the true functÅ}on p(e),
  as a ?esult of the excluded volume effect. However, the
 nu!nerical calculations show that, it z Åq O.l and v Åq 1.o,
  the deviatÅ}on of P'(e) trom P(eÅr is of o?der O.l %.i being
 within experimental erro•r ot pvesent measurement. Similarly, •
  the dissyrnnietry ratÅ}o z'4s obtained from Pi(e) shows only
, ininor deviation trom Å}ts rigorous value, if the ratio
  (6 Åqs2År)1/2/7v does-not exoeed about O`2. A'ceordingly, we
 mat conclude that, Å}n such a range,. the usual dissyrnrnetry
 methbd 'also provides reliabze data--of Åq s2År,
                                      '
            2
      "Text, wp propose an aÅ}Vempt to evaluate ÅqS År by the
 dissymetry method, when the value oe Åq6 Åqs2År)1/2/?v exceed
 the range menthioned above. Pig, 4 gives the P.4s VS•
  ("la2)1/2/)L curves tor yaTious vazues.of z, which were drawn
                                       -t
 taking aeceunt of the terms up to m =7 Å}n Eq• Åq2i5) wÅ}th
 ehe values of cm in=Table I. we fi?st read the value of Na2
 f70m the observed value ot z4s at the Flery tempevature and
 the em?ve toT z =O in the-tigure, and next determine z trom
 the observed value ot z4s at the other ternporature and from
 the value of Na2 obtained above. znsereing theSe vaZues of
 Na2 and z in Eq. (1,s]), we obtain Åqs2År, ThÅ}s method, of
                            '
 COUrse, is not appZicable te a good solvent Systern, fo? the
 equations obtained here a?e derÅ}ved only foy small z. The
                                            '
                                               .agreemenf between the vaiue of Åq s2År determÅ}ned by this
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and' that by Vhe an•gular
 el perimentally., Th:is
                  :
 l-ea•Ve it un-touched in
      t: I-:- .. ,
 va•riation method• h• a.s to be
us ap }nt e. res tl'n.g Pr Ob lemj
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                   Chaptev Xll• OS)ffOTIC, PRISSSURE
                    '
        9 5• l• rntroduction , . , .
                                                          '
       Jn the preeeding chaptevs, we have developed a statisti-
  cal theory of the excluded volume eefeet of a polyrrner chain
  present in dilute solution and rnade cZear its deCaUed nature,
  Let. u.s now proeeed to other problems ot tmportanee r.elated to
. the exc:uded volurne etfect; one ot thess is of osmoti.g. seeond
       Accor'd` ing to ?ecent measixeements,i4) the secepd viyiai
  coefficient A2 ot osrnotic pressure of poXyrner solutions can .
o be-represented over 1imited ranges ot pol:ymgr molecular
  weight M in the term cME with a' negative exponent E varing
                                                      ,
  from -e.1 to -O.5. This depenelenee of A2 pn "C has nQt yet•
  been explained by the lattice theories,l5) in-spite of vari-
  ous improvements reeently rnade.16)'18) on t`he` qther han'd,
                                    '
         -
   the method of imperfect gas-like model whieh Å}s based on
  the MeMSIIan and Mayer theorry of general solutions19) offers
   a more aonvenient appvoaph to the problem, though tbe theo- '`
  ries indicating a quantitative agreernent wÅ}th tbe exper;men-
   tai results have not yet been presented.20)'24) For ins-
   tance, mory and IÅqrigbaumBl) developed a theory ot dizute
                                             '
   pOlymer solutions by Å}ntroducing the Gauss.ian approximatiOn
                                                    L
   eor the sPatial distribution of'segrnents a?ound the tuole-







cula? center of mass, and derived an exp,ression for A2 which
indi cates a gr adual de ere aSe oC A2 ;Ar ith in cre as ing 1 . Tl LSs
                               '
   'is a significant yesult of thelr theory, but the agreement
with the experimental data is no rnore than sem't'=quantita"
eive.25) vepy recently, Tsihara arpcl Koyama,25) and orQfino
                                                  '
                            ttand Flory,ati) respeetivel: , imp.roved the IPIory and KrÅ}gbaum
theory wÅ}th pespect to the assumptÅ}ons for the spatÅ}al dis-
tributipn of segments and tor the thermodynamic interaction
between segrnents, but they have still assumed the "raussian
                                            r.gharacter ef po!ymer ahain. SÅ}nce the excZuded volurae efSg-
                       '
                                              ttet generaliy introduces a ;on-Gaussian charaeter into bhe
                                                 '
  'ehaint configurations. as was shown in Chapte? I, we t!nd !t
                                             'neeessary to reexarnine the Vheory of.A2 TeÅ}th uresvect to this
                                           /t -tpoi•nt.. Purtherpaore, in,the theoiies cited aP,ove, the n-seg-
                                      '
                                            ttpaent distributÅ}on function aroutnd the molecula.r centgp of
                                                          '''
                                                     .Mass is approxima.ted by the .product ef ene-se,cra, ient distribu-
                          '
                                             '
                                              +tion functions tor the sake Of mathematical coivenience.
                                       '
                                        '
             'But this tactorization approxirnatien aZso reqUires a Curther'
investÅ}gati6n, fo•y it probab-ly !eads to Vhe underesttmation
                               ,in the moleeula? weight dependtence of A2 we beUeVe•
                               r
     Th•us, in this chapter, we wUl develop a mor.e exact
evaluation of A2 taking aceoune of -the irltra- and 'in'ter- '
mOlecuiar interaetÅ}o'ns, and attempt to exploine-the na•tur• e
of the approximatioris me' ntioned above. Albrecht26) has
 fihdependently presented• a• theory simila•r in natu)fe to OurS,
                              -55-
.
-n
   Howevev', his tyeatment of the intTernole•,gular excluded vohxme
   effepct is based on a more rough approximation, namely the
   uniform expansion approximatÅ}on -eor the polymer co"; aceord-
' ;ngly, the overlap beVween his theory and ouTs seems not to
   be so serious.
                                           -.
                . tt                                     '
''
 g5, 2.. FornipLlation '
        We eonsidep the same niodel of chain polymer as belo?e.
   That is, a polyrner moLecule consÅ}sts of N + 1 segrnents of
   diam. eter b, which are linearly conneeted by N links of a
   constant length a and ate numbered from O to "I. Using the
   Greek alphabet to speeify each polyrner molecuZe, we denote
   the coo"dinate of rnelecule ct b.y the sy"ibol (ct), the coordS-
                          .
   nate' of segmant i of the rrtolecuZe by the syTnboZ (iof ) and
   the total coopdinates of a particular set of n segments,
   SaY id,jci., .•., Voti by the syrnbol. {nct}. Hence,
                                                        '
 • (.Åq) ,,! {'Nof +t} == (Ocl )•, (1cl),•,•,(Nct ),. .(s.lÅr
         oL (OÅq) L=-- cX {Nct +1} == ot (Oct) ot (f ot År ••• o(( N. ct År. rf
                                             '
                       '
                       --t. -
           -x
   The total potential ene'rgy of the solution is assumed to be
   add"Å}ve over segment pairs)',for which we assurae the follow-
                                   tt t t.
   ing intevaetien Potential:• -•
                                             `
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t,kt}"-=--'-
  where
  uo and
ny defined
           oe tf o s .R te -4 b,
          .- vt. exP (-3Rtfr2/2 oL2År- tf Rtti•- År b ,
Rij represents the distance between segrnents i




      i-
  " u'(?' =--- (•(Rtt) --- eXPÅq-ttLg/lklTr)--1, (5'5)
and w)fite it as
              - t cf o -Åq R i} s b ,
                                                      ( 5 eLi• )
 X(R. ,}) --
          . cu,/ileT)e cP C-'3Rtsa/2 eL2) L{ Rtt Årb,
neglecting terms of higher order in Cuo/ikT)• Here ik is
the Beltzmann constant and [D the abselute.ternporatU]be.L
     Acco)?ding tb 'thdr- gerperaX theory of solution-s, developed
by 1,VfcMilJan and Ma: e?,X9.) the osniotic pressure 7rL is. expanded
Å}n peWers of the concentration c as tollows,
      X= RT( Kk d+Aa Ca+ A3 d• 3+ •••), s.s)
                             -57r
                 it
whe]peN is the gas constant, ".G the pal:yTner rnolecular weÅ}ght,
                                                     ..
                            '
                   'and An the n-th vir'iaZ coefficient. !n pa]?ticular, the se-
cond vivial coeffieient A2, which is here coneerned, can be
written in the form,
   A2 =r -' s-etVptarM2 j"[Tr.(ci,p)-f,Cct)f,(e)J,ctca')d(e), (J•6)
where V is the vol'ume of tihe solutidn, a'nd JN. the Avogadro
number. tl(of) and fz(,P) represent the distributiop -functions
of si•ngle -polYrner molecules OÅq and P , res'pectively, and are
             xnormalized as -
  -l3-5' f,ccx)d(o() == S'f,{N.+Gd{N. :kl}/,L(k.) = f , (s•7)
t2( of , e ) re pres en ts the pa ir di$ tr ib ut ion fun ction or two
polyrner molecules in configuratioris specified,by (o() and
(P). These dist?ibution funotions all take the vaiues at
                                         '
zero co, ncentrationt '
          '
             tt
-e The syTnbol dggcl+ Z} /d(k.4) indieates that the integza-
tiOn goes over all th•e coordSnates except that of• the speci• -
    tew, rernernbering the assurnption of paSrwÅ}se addÅ}tÅ}vity
for the 4,nteraction potentÅ}al of the system, we wrlte the
dis trab ut .; on fim ct !o ps as
                     [
        •f,(ot) =C eXP-(-- ,Z. ', a.U t.,}./lhT), '
                                    ' Åq5.8)
 f.( ek,.g) = f, (cl)fi (6) eXP(- laeil, kfi " labl ikp/1leT) ,
whevg.,C.den.ates the normalization constant,
                                               .-i
  Cl -' =' [I-"XP (-" ,,`il ".U t. , 2. /lk 7t ) oL{ N, of +1 }/a( R. ), .. (5 '9)
                             'n
                                                    .LThen, we expand Eq. (5.8) in the form,
   k.(ci)-C(f +- ÅíXt.,l.+ ZÅíXL.,". Jl,t,.,t.t••, ), .
                                                  '
  .{7,(Qe,,F)-----. f,(o()S,(P) , (5.i-O)
          X(1 + Zi(it.c, f2e + Z' Åí '(led,k(s 2 Rct,ae+ ' ' '•),
and substitute them into Eq. (5.6). Th6 rTesult Å}s
         A2= '-- 2,vlN. T.'f2 (Bt + B2 +''') '" ts'.llÅr
                             "•5'9- .
.w' i th
      Bi= ki, lep jrZ k.,ke. ft (of) f[(e)d(o()oL(p), , .
                                                      (5.12)
      B2=: k,,k`'Ze,a.,e6 f'Zkd,lae'(aot,2eÅí(ct)i(e)d(ct)d(p), ' ,,
                                                     :
           -... -.-rL.-.- .. -. -.-. -. .
      S"Z ` Åí'f[ .lr.,, ,, X lact,kp ) fE (al)f, (e) ac Cd) di(P) ,
                             t
                                    '
                                      t
                                          -where the-s:ymbol T represents a product of n dtfferent
/kct , kge. 's and the summation goes over all distinguishable
configuratiQns. On performing the Å}ntegration with respect
to all coordinates of segnenVs except (kof ), (ke ), etc.,, ,
Eq. (5.l2) turns into
                 ''
          '- - i' tt.L ' - ..
                  - -;-I - n.                             -'e :n Eq• Åq5.12), there•aye many terms' wÅ}th a degenerate set
of indices, e.' g., !ot '= kct. Per sucl terMs, we have .
 f•7C la., kp Xle.,2p f, (ct?f,(O- ec Åqct) d(e) ' -
               `== .iriX ke,, laei( le.,2F PJ (kci ) P,( lep,a"p ) pt(•la.) at(kp-) ot(2e).
However, if i N is suffiGiently large,' the iurnber of 'degenerate
terms dees not exeeed ove•r one N'
 th of the nurtlber ot terrns
WiVh non-degenerate ipd-iceS-; aecordingly, negleettng a mÅ}tio?
                            'COntrÅ}butÅ}on or the forniev to Bn,'
 one may.avmve at E9, .(5.15)•
                             -Uo-
  6n = ZS(. llf.,,.X lael,kp) Ph{nci} Pr{npU{n ci}a{np}, s.is)
wheye pn { ,n ot } denotes the 'Teduced "';s' egment dis tr ib utÅ}on fuhL
ction defiNed 'bty Eq. (1.2J):
         P7L{'2ci} ==.I" fi (d)at{N(-i}/d{na}, (i•14)
Frozn the nornialization conditi,on S.7), i.t is cleath tha•t
                                    ttt
                                     ti t'
                Pi(it.) :1, ' (5••15)
For"+the sake ot convenience, we hereafte'f call Bn the n-pl
interMoleeUlar contaet term, •
     j} 5• 5. Expans#on..of A2 i.n Poweics of z
   ' "Tow we proceed 'to quantitative evaluation of Bn defimed
by Eq• (5.12År or G.15), though the ealculation is carvied
Out up to the tripie eontact term. .
                                                        i'
     (a) Mhe SingLle Contact Term -B!.
     For Bl} we can easily obtain by usÅ}ng Eqs'. (5.4) and
            '
                              dUl-•
    B` : V ,:ili, 'k e .S[ 3f ( 2 laot , icp ) `F 't R lect , la2e oL R ta., kp
                                               r s.16)
      '= -vN2Åq4n b3/3 ) (i -- (ap/T)] ,
in whlch the symbol (!i) renresents the El.ory temperatixeej-e ''
        ÅqEb = [(7r/6 )t .( d/lp )3ny l)( Ue/ 1la År. (5 ei7)
     (b'År The Dovble Contact Te.Ym B2,•.
  ' For P2(k, 1),.we in Chaptev I have already derived an
expressÅ}on expanded in powevs oS the excluded volume para-''-
meter z, whieh mqy be written Sn.the form, •
                               T-
                                                  ''
                                         tt
                                '
                           x
     P2Åq la,2)' V- 'P2CO'( la,2) 'l- P."'( ,la,2)+ ''' (5•18)
       PiO'( la , 2 ) = ( pkg3 /itfÅr exp '(-- p le 2a ft lt la2 ) ,
                                                     (5•19)
                               -
           Ple2a= 3/2 (2- la) aa) -
        ')".tteEq-''(1.2Z)
                            -U2H
Pi`'( la,R) == (Z/NÅ}) 2Z (a-'LS[i -- (zrA,3//rtf) exp (-z.Ea Rla22 )) ,
             tÅqe
           Vlae2 = 3/2 vne a2, '
    ' e-- kz - trl"estÅqaÅqla er .eEeÅq,-sN, (5`f!9)
       (e- la) -- (l- t-) tf ks C(842,
yle2 ---• .(2-le)'.[(3--k)a/(3--t)] 'tf ost(.- k, kÅqis2, ,
       (fl-- je)r-[(i?-t)2/C8':- O] Lf la E{ t `-- I?, 2S J' fi! N,
                            L7f• O s!C'... R, 2 .4} ,s N,
       C2-k)-(.(,R-la)a/(-dL--t)J ..
a"d'' • z ,= Åq6foT)t(h/a)3tl .('eÅr/T)) Nt, ': '' (5:21)
In these expressÅ}ons the terms higher thap rpil') (k, ll1).re-
pre'sent the ,eontr#b,utions:of intramoledu.Zir contact; the in-
                                       T+.diees i and jspeeSfy the.,segmehts partic'Å}patÅ}ng in such-
                                  tcontaeti lgow, substituting Eq. (5.L8) into Eq. (5•!5), and
taking account of the syrmmetr,y eondition that '
                        4
     P,("( la.,g,) Pd(O)( lap, 2p ) -.-: ''PdC9?( .la.,2d) P.`"C lap, 2p) ,
we obtain
                             =tu"Lrllii':
1
  • 62 t= B2. -r B21+'''7 • ' '
  "B2o = Åí.ST. Cfe. , ke ,2t ed , ep P2`O'( la el , 2 ct )
                                                      (5.22)
          x P.Co År( lep, ep ) a( k.) ••• d(2p ) ,
  B2i = 2 Z J7.nj k. , lap /X aol , eF P.`"( lad }2ot )
              '
          Å~ P.`e'( le&, Ee ) cÅq (ke ct ) ''` o( (2e ).
-Here the first subscript attached to B specifies the numbe,r
of intermoZeeular contacts and the•second subscript the
nutnbev of intrarnolecular eontacts. .
     The integMations in Eq. (5.22) can be easily performed
                                           11)
                                                An exampleby the Fourier and inverse tranSfo)mi tions.
is taken of B2o below. !ernpmbering that, although the pro-
ducts of ,7ifiJ6 in the integrand Of B2o are t(kct, kp ,nj1ct,le
for kofÅq lct , kfe Åq lp and that eor kctÅq 1at, kpÅr lp,
these make the same contribution to B2o, we can ealaulate
B2o as follows:
                         di
     B2,= 2vk.flila. leii,f2p g. J(2ott'leot,apnlae' Rlact,tep) (s.2s)
              'År( 7(, (Rle..lap,)xF7t Rle,,kS oLKla,,le-F , , .
                                        ,
                             '- lr"'t" -
tr---
where J(e.-kd , ee -- lae j Rle., kp ) = s i,, l7eXP (- t2• iR k., kB H(clzÅrdou , ( s . 22.; )
            H( CZZ ) = fi , C Odi ) t7L, ( cit ) fi2 ( Ci2L ) ,
    ' .li,,(t7ir,) --m• irp.co)( l?.,e,)e pt P(LCZItiRle.,2.) eL IR la.,2ct, (is.2s)
      fl2({ZZ) --" S'inj (Redi ,2p ) e'CP"C2t ' iR?.,2e ) d IRp. ,efo ,
      el3c (z ) t- S Pie'( I?e , 2e ) eS` P ( C `tz ' iK leF ,ep ) de iR le p, Re .
After laborious but stra"ight-forward calcula'tioins, ' we obtain"e
                                                 '
 3(.ed-lad,QeTlaF ; Rk.,kp)=-(Z/Nt') {(eelri led)+(Re-S?e))-!iL s.26År .
                    '       Å~ exp{-3 kla., te fi2 /2 ((2ct-la ci) t CreF -kp)] a2 },
                                      '
                               ', 3
   B., = --2 B, R N-g Z Z, (( 2.- la,) -t- (ee- leF )J'f .
                leotÅq2a kpÅq2e
                                                     (5•27)
     = - (3 2/ts•)( 7- tfFTIEi' ) Bt X =. -2, 865 B, Z ,
 X AIthough B2o has 4!ready been caloulated by Zirnm20) using
anothe? method, his evaluatÅ}on is half smalie•r than Eq. S.27)
because oC niseounting ot the 'sirm' n' 'ation•
                            -45-
 rehe second term B21 alSo can be caleulated by the similar way
 as above. The result is
  e,,, = tf• [i;, z2 N-3 4 2EZt .Z (a.- L. )-}
                ladÅq2ci leb`2p LotÅq8ct •-
                                                        (5.28)
                          33    X { [ Vk.,e,+ (PP ny teP) )'tfr- [(2ot-kd) + (2e -- kp ) )-f3 ,
  Here the simmation extends over all the distÅ}nguishable con-
  Åíigurations, which are classifted into six types according
  to orde'r of magnitude of four indÅ}ces kct , 1ct , ict and jot .
- Fig. 5 gives a diagraTnatic representation of these sÅ}x types
  of contact• From Eqs. (5,20) und (5,28), Å}t is easily seen
  that the B21(a) and B21(e) types of oontaet Å}n the figuro
  make no contribution to the sum B21. Furtherrrnore, in the
  case of singie polymer ehain, we can show that the effeet
  Of excluded volurne is mainly produeed by tihe eontacts co?res-
  POnding to the'B21(b) type, Thus, if the contrÅ}butioi?s trem
  the B21 (d), (e), and (t) types are assuraed neg.ligible, we
  obta!n•
        S2f = 8 [CSO'A-/•cf-s) '(it "a /3 ) + 3 e.n, (i 'f' V'i')- 7[ ) B, Z2
                                                    - (5•29)
           = 8, 7g 6J z'2.
  The eombination of Eg. (3.22) with Eqs• (5•27) and (5.29)
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        B. ----' Bi(-2•g6S'Z +8•7g 2i2-:- ••'). s.so)
       (e) The Triple Contact Term Bs. `
       The triple intermolecular contaet .term Bs -may be expanded
  in the forni,
   B3 =63o+.(d7Lt6her term•s thaM. $3,
                                                        (5•il)
    - - L7zcLadCns tMtramotecutaT
  apd the leading term B3o is written as - -
   B3o = Z, ].l".l•tka,lae ,Xe.,gp tUmct,•yrtp P3CO)(leg,eol,'mct) . -
                                                        (5•52)
        X P,"e)( lep,Cp,-)ne)dCfe.)4(2ci) • • • aOtrLe) , '
' Here pi(o) Åqk., , ia , mct ) denotes the t]nr6eLs6gment disvrv
  bution tunction f'ov the unperturbed Åqideal) chain. There-
  fore we can write it as - '
      PsC D)( fe ct , 2 ct , )b'1 ct ) = PaC O) ( le of , 2 ct ) PaC ")(Rci , M't ct ) ,
     7
  if kor Åq lct Åqmct . Fur,thermore, if.it is remembered that' J
  there exist six ty'pes of produets of .Xits in the integrand
                               -lt8- -+
of Bio whieh reduce tO tWe Zkor,ke inj1of, !p Zm., me fOr kct Åq
1ct Åqmct , kpÅq lp Åq me and four for kct Åq lpt Åq m.ci , kpÅq.
m"Åqlp, Eg- (5.52) can be rew?itten as -
B3e =' 2 T;litP,(.) g,Xlad7 ke ?ajg.,ep jZf?vi.,•me P2`a)( la., e.) p2Ca)(e.,wt ct) .
                                    '
                                           '
     )( r?tfo)ÅqlaF,ep)}?Lfe'(fs?e,,'rLe) oC(lact) '' ' d(wtF) s.Iss)
   '+" `lt ty'• EZpecb) S- 'Z'kd,, leQ'(ed,ee ,(,n.,rmF P2[O)Åq lecteectÅr PaCO'(eel,"ynp)
     '
              .
  Å~ P,`e'( lae,'ynp) P,[eJÅq'mp,2p) d.(ledi)t`, e((Tkip), '
The tntegrations in Eq, Åq5!55) can be easUy perto?med by
using the funetÅ}on J(R) given by Eq• (i.26} as foZZovys:
B3e = 2V.,, ;pi, c.) S.OeJr(eot- ted, 9R '- fep ; R2., eA ) J-(t'Cot-eof,Mp"2pt Rp.,ne )
          X Z(R2.,eF )4]C Re.,ep2 eC RI. ,ep
    'tT 4; VTl;pl. cb) S,[I: (eti - leoj , "np- lep ; Rp. ,.oae ) r(}oact-?ci,o s R- ?aj ,zap)
                                                   '
                                          -
                                                   t)
                                       '
          x 3' (o, ep --'ynp ; kp,,77ip) Nre Rp.,,nX oL R?ot,wtp .
                                      -2
   ""' 2B'g2Nd3{ .r"Zt),(a)(Cwtot-2ot )+ `?' C'MP'- 2P )J 2 '
                        3
     X ((?ot-lect ) +(0p -ke ))"'rF Z.i,cb) (CVMd-2ci 'i" 9p 'd ?Olp)
                                       3.
  K Q ct4kd +ptF- laR) +...(wt..: ,Qct x. ep -- yne)]-' }
                                                  .tp
                    '
              -.
                           -za• 9-.• t
                          'lt is noted here that the Bso (aÅr type of contact in Pig. s
contributes 8[a - (8/5)] Blz2 =5.80 Blz2 and the Bse Åqb)
                         2
                          , ?espectively.type contributeS 5`95 BIZ .
     Thus, substitut!ng Eqs. S.16År, (5.50), and (5.54) 2nto
Eq. (5.ll), we obtain the tÅ}nal 'expTession tor. the' osmotic
                               lt
second viriaZ coeffictent;
           A2 == 23'!iiNli..b3 e- '`TE' ) ft(z),
                                                      (5•55 )'
        tZ..C X) -= 1 -- 2. g6-S' z -f- l8, s- -1 E2 - • i i ,
where 1yt.o Ss the Tnolar weighS of a segment. The correct value
ef-the ceeffiei.ent of z2 is expected to be somewhat iargev ..-
'than ourS,
                                   -
                                     t-
                          '
                                    '
    ,
                                                     L
    .3I; 5. h. comparison wlth otheT Theories
                                                 '
                                      -/     The aaleulation et A2 ppesented lndicatqs thA't the in-
tluenee of tntpameZeeuXav tntev4etiÅ}ons is unexpectedly !arge.
Fov example, assuming a unitorm expansion of polyraer coil,
let us wvite the dÅ}str:bution tunetÅ}on ef segments in ehe
         '
                            -
                 '
       ?,'( la•, e) = ep ie'2 3/J ,-ttg- )'exp (- p--k'e.2RkR2?, '
      ?3/( •la ,'e, TYYt)= •P.'Åqie ,a) P./ÅqR, m), (5 .56År
                                                  ''
         '
                                   '
                            '
           ,i.fi,..k'.,e =2 J=., ;3/.-fzk(,te, f-.-- ,ig.. ..) ,.t,)( a,.(IC, -R,, .
             -rL i
                             .["s•5fiQ::j
                              "t -.
If we represent the expansion factor in linea? dimension of
polymer coil bv.
                       1
       oe ,(Åq RaÅr/Na2)a == t+ty -... ., Åq5.57)
the dist?ibution functions given by Eq. (5•56) leaq to the
                                     -Jfollowing expression for h(z), :
     fi Cz) = 1 -- z s6 ES' (T/{X 3) + g, 73 (z/o( a)2--. • - • •' r(s.s8a)
                          '
        •, =t 1- 2. B6 5- z + ts-. xl-hK z2 -- ••• (5 .58b)
                                          t-
By comDarSng this with Eq. (5-.55), we find that the unifor.rn
expansion rnodel intrqduces an underestimation in the coeffi-
                            Lclent pf highere terms• of hC•z), rather ,contrary /to Albrecht's
 Npt es umpts en .26' ) This .dis cre pan cy rn •i ght be .a .t tr ibuted to 'a '
non-GausSian eharacte•r ,oÅí pQlyrner qhain-i - . i'
     Next, .the fun.eViqn.h -derÅ}ved. bylt Flory 'and KrÅ}gbaurn-
(FKÅr21) ls giveri b-
      •i7i(•Årslr),. = i•-'2!K2}ii '+ 3siÅri3(li. -LL•ti. ' "
                              • .- •.. (5''•59)•
               ,K t- 2"(o( ---- d ) .
On the other hand, accerding te the Flory theoryl) of-the
exeluded volume' effect, et sati$fÅ}es the velation-:
                              - 5-1;' • .
             cts-.- ct3.. (331)Y2Årz (5•UO)
                          ttt
                                 '
                                             '
                                           . t/            .t
                                    .t                   /                                 ..=in our notation. Therefpye, Eq• S,i9) can be revgritten as
   l(i)FK == t-o•9- .( 7/oc3)+ o• s66 Åqr z/ 3)2- ,'• i, Åq3.2.Lz)
                                               'Fumthermore, according to the Isihava arid KoyaJna theory
aK),25) the functioh'h is given by •4• ' '' i'
  liil (1)vK '-'---- 1r ftO2-(l- (Z/O(3) + r,i3•`i-(z/oÅq3)l--- •,•. (5.Ll.?)
                                  ,By companing Eqs. (5,ltl) and (5.42) with Eq, (5.58a), we
fin'd again the coefficients are appreciab•ly underestimated
in their theories. ThÅ}s undoubtedly indÅ}cates a disadvan-
tage ef the factorization apprpximation for the $egment disf
trÅ}bution tunc-tÅ}on with reference to the rnelecular center of
maSS or tbe negleetion ot pai?wise cor?elation between seg-
Ments, theugh this is not the case for the segment distrSbu-
 -6 The intramolecular excluided volume effeet has been igno-
red in the IK theory. 'How.ever, it we assume the uniform
eXPansÅ}on modei, the argument of h(X)IK- .may be Written aS
                             -- 52h
                                                     .
ti on fun ction with re•f• eren ce•J •t o• a 's e gment . As the pap ame ter
z Å}s an increasing tunction oe polyi3ier mole•cular weigh•t M,
it would be expected thaV both FK and IK theories lead to an
underestirnation in the molecular weight dependence of'A2,
though, Å}n the TK theory, slightly larger 'eoeffÅ}cient's than
in the FK theory have been obta•ined with-taking a•ccOiMt of
'the'• distinguishabilitY betweeti segmentsJ j and j"
     rn conclusien, it niust be rema?ked that the factorizat
tion approximation is rnore serÅ}ously open to que'stidn - than
the uniform expansion approXimation is, and that an interest-
                        'ing re•fÅ}nemen•t of the fo?mete 'has tecently-been prOpos'ed by
  t .' ' . '. .'I' iJl z' lv.
           . .- LL. :, t. -t- . '1 L
               . ./ YL- tt t='. '- L
                           - -55-
                Chapter: rv ZN[DRImsZC VrSCOSrTY
                                         '
    .g 4. I• Intro-duction .
     There remains anothe.r problem Qf' importance related to
the exciuded,volume effect; thi's is of frictional pyoper-
ties, rtamely intyinsic viseosity [7] and' trictional coeffi--
cient Z . !n this ehapter,- we shall.concern eu]?selves. with
     Theories of the Å}nt]?insic viscosity [i?]•of chain polymer
                                                          28År
sol-utions haVe already been developed by Debye and Bueche,
Kirkwood and• Risemanj29)uanq Flory andIox.SO) The former
two theories28}''29) have t'he appavent difference Å}n their
mathematieal analyses, but eguivalent are• the Physical
meanings involved by".them:'-the dependence of'[)?] on the .
    +pOlymer rnoleeular weight Å}s uniquely related to the variation
Of the veloeity gradient ot flulds in the pollymer eoil .which
iS $ubjected to the h drodynamic Å}nteractSons beVween s'eg-
MentS, or the draining effect. Combining with Stokes'Llaw,
these theoyies render us the smLallete dSameter-ot a'segment
than that to be expected. This would tal{e its ris,e Å}n their
Gaussian rnodel, or'in'the neglection ot•'tbe' ex'cl)Lded'velune
effect• On the o.there hand', Flo?y and Fox50) have pvesented
a VieW that the rnolecular weight dependence of'[?] ariseS
fceOM the excluded velurne eftect vather than the d?aÅ}nÅ}ng ,:
                             .;S2.i.-
                              '
est'ect, The essential correctness of this vlew is now
widely aceepted, but therg remaÅ}n several deviations of the
theo;y from experitnents unsoZved• One et the most signifÅ}-
canv examples is fou[nd in the recent measurernent cayried
                             51)
                                 who have indicated that, inout by Krigbaum and Carpent r
contradietion to the Flory and Fox theory,iO) Che hydrodyt. a-
mic ?adius of a polymer eoil Å}nereases Zess yapidly than the
statistieal radius as the exeluded volum:e increases.
     Thus, in this ehapter, we develop q theorvy of [)7], tak-
irig aceount ot the ih•eluenoe ot the exdluded volune etfebt
on the -ehain eonfigurations as weZZ as the dyaining ettect,
on the basis of the Kir'kwood and .Risernan scherne29År vather
                                            --than the Debye and Bueehe,28) fov the tormer tlte.,orytsee]ns
                                                'to be superior to the latte; in their model and fommulabions
                                            t.:Sn so far as Zineay poZymers are coneqrned, 4nd we re-exa-
mine the relatiop between the hydvodynamtc and staPistÅ}cal
radii qf polymer coil'L frem a r.nore rlger6us standpolnt.
                                                           -.
                      :
                                             i'
  g lt. 2• rntegral EquabSon f6r the VÅ}scosity FunetÅ}on'
     The pea?1-necklace'model and the .continuous meditmi appro-
xirnation are adopted as befof6, A,ceoiding to KÅ}rkuoedi and
                                                   'Risernan,29År the intrinsÅ}c vÅ}seosSty [?] of' the polymerL siolu-
                       -:ttion is given by
                 ''








Z <(%'.·cex )( IF~' <'ej ) >
100 M '1oE j, =0 ~
_ . .. -,-1 . .. . (11 +fRto; lR~t 5 )
'8 )L 10 R ~ s R t s .
Here '1 and 1<)·' represent the vis cosit.y coef.fici·ent of'the
S6lut1.onand the ,solyent, respe ct'ively, c is the concentra-
t-f'on .in g,rams per 1'00 ml solution, M is thepolymer-.m91e cu~
.
laT'~eight, IN is the Avogadro number, f is the velocity
gra.:d'ient be'tween parallel plane· boundaries, and S is a 1'i-
riction constantcha.racterist;fc of the fluid and the ,segment.
@x, & y, and ce z are unit "vectors defining a. coordinate
system'Hithorigin :tn the .n101e-culaJ;" center of mass, ce x be±ng
'Oarall-el to the stre8.m lines and <e perpendiclJ.lar to th~y
plane b:oundaries. Wi d:enotes the force of frictional res·is-
tanceexerte'd on the fluid by segpl~nt i whi'ch is 101ca::ted at







Iii' denctes the OseenJl.is
                                       '
   tensor determined by the veetor distanee !Ris between the
                              -J J
   indlcated segrnents i and s. i
    ' Now Å}f we define S'ij.by the relation,
                                  -
         ÅqCESe•@Ec )( rhe!ce2) Årl= --(Ncge2(g i//g) EfP,a, . (4•Li)
                                   '
     '
   frorn Egs• (4,1) and (U•4), [?] may be expressed in the form,
                   .
                                       -i
   - (ve)=,( IN 4a2 M/3 600 ?, fv{ ,iÅrF) ' (lt.sa)
                           CN,
         - Fk N2..ta-, Y,,, (4.sb)
   where Mo is the molar weight of a segment. .Jf.we Å}ntroduce
                               '-
                                     .
                   L
                                          ,
      g(e. • st)(e%• -nr..• F, )År = Åq.( ce.- scÅr(Åqev•Åq'IrcsÅr• rt, )År,
                                                  - (U.6År
                                      -
. Åq-lrl l,,År=-( a/6 7, }e,)Åq 1/R t, År, ,
                                   .
   Å}8nOring the fluc'tuaeion-ef inÅ}s', 'then Yij.defined' 'by Eq}
    (4.4) could be determ•ine'd as vhe sOlutions of t.he.tollOwi'ng
   SS.m'ultaneous equaeion, '
                                  -57-
fi ;
       'Y-va'=e.2 Åq• St'S3År',.2rg, t9..Åqk.,År y,a. . (4'7)
    Here, according to the theory of excluded volume etfect
developed in Chapeer I, we obtain)"
   ÅqRtl2 År• =4 (,} -- t) a2 (1 + lv. B -•tt), Lf 'L Åq", .
       X-t}= (•47/&-), N'.;{(8/3)(3-V'tt-- 4-(ig.-LLÅrg .. .
            -4ti t N--(2g L) -( 8/3 )( l- L) -
                   3 3 "3 3
            Å~ ((N-t)bl .- ( N-L)ii' -- }T + tT ) }. ,
    Åqst2År = -tY Na2{V-3-(t/N)+ 3ÅqL/N)2)- +JL g-•`•}, .
                                                     Åq4•g)
                          .2 3 E
       JIL ----- .( l2i/2 l År :- (3 2/3)N a (L ii' l; ( N- L) 2 )
 , ' .a- (2 4•/!s'År N- i" {Li.fi -.t (N- gil ) '. .., ',l .. ..
                  .
    - +(`7•/3) N'1("+eNi.t)3), -,
                                       t :-t
                  -- tL
                                  '
                                        tt
     ..
                       '
                                 ')"L Eii gis . " ( 2.i: l- -s ) El.r [d ( Ls. jg) arq iden t"i caT]. t-o Eqs • ( ]: •2g )` and
(1•5s), r' espeetivezS. it is' ais'.'. otbvi6us that, ile i=3",
                r' -'. -- iL tT'Eq• (4•lo) reduces te Eq• (Zt55) or (4•9)•
     ' ' t'58' -" r
tt
       Åq S, • $b År = - : [Åq St2 År t- Åq Si'År -- Åq R,2•2År )
              = SN a2 {( 1 -(3/2N)( }'-L +2+LÅr
                + ( 3/2 N2X ,i•2+ `L2År) + KL" x -- • • • .}, Lf L Åq},
           Kt} = (l2i/2i) -- C3 2/3) N'iC 2e + (N-L)i:-
               +t(3- t)f' -t3/4)Cl-L) ( }" +ÅqN-t)t ]}
            ' . 2 N' 2(}- L)Z Ly (i 2/sÅr N"'i(}E" -i- Ci +(N -- 3){ .
                     E
               +(NrL)2 ) -F {l- N-'?(}g+ uZ + (Nss)' -i- (N-C )3 )i
                                                   '
           $ -.: (6/i )k(b/a)3(i-(o/T)) Nl,
Similarly,J'  we can also r derive the expression for Åq '
making use of the'segtnent distribution fimction '
given by p-qsL' (5.18).te Åq5.2oÅr. The result,. however,
complicatea, as is $6own in Appendix iu, Lhat we are
to ir)troduee an approxÅ}mAtÅ}ori. That i's, rEpiacÅ}ng
                               '
  '
                 '
      ttbetween Åq 1/RijÅr ana' the cerresponding quantitY Åq
                             -59:
(U •10)
(L•i4)
  1/iR i-j '. '
P2(S, j)
     Å}s so
     ob 1ige' d'
  the ratÅ}o
  '
 1/Rij'o
for the ideal chain by an avefage va!ue, we put""
                                                         '
         { .,, .ÅqVR,}År •iEeÅqiÅqi/RL3År , (h.,]2)
    - 6r ÅqT/ RLj. År. =' ZL ,,t Åqi/RL} År. '
otherwise-, the integral equation whÅ}ch fellows must become
forrnidable in e,orm•., Then we assume ,
              rv -1 ZtÅqi oÅq' ts-EÅq 1/R va Åre
             d= 2LÅqiÅqi/Rt2År. , (4'l5)
      , .• ofiaa= ÅqRLI2År/ÅqRLI2År. .
                                     .
   t4
                                         '
     -which, together with Eq. (II.8), yielqi -
  -i-L/t
       Åq-ill,iil.År------Åqi`iili7,jÅr.[i--2(]ft-{[g"I)X+h`)' ' - (!i..th)
             =l (ÅÄtf2-)tli k, (re --- o, -{•t6z + it•).
                   cg-t)aa , .
                   s r, .L'
Whe estimatien ef accuracy of t4is-approximation (LF,ILI) is a
           '
                                                  'difficult• p)obleM; nevertheless, in view ot averaging, we '
belive the apprbximation •te be 'more favoratble than the fbl!ow-
               nyL /
                                 j'
   '
 "" xv-1
         is a correetion eactor..whXch would icepresent the
    at
               '
     Lamount by which the average quantity of Åq 1/RijÅr over i and





                                           N
                            -6oH -
*ing approximation:
/ I > <L> -I'~ = R".j 0 dts
\
cXs = « S'J.>/ <S2>o )"~:= 1+ C67!IOS}Z - •..
= 1 + O. 63'8 E - .. '..
This prediction may", be supported also by the fact that ex i~
. . . s
very close in its magnitude "to o(-ctON ) giv-enbyEq. (3.57);
the substitution of'
overcorrection.
rv()(ON for 0.. of course must lead "to an
Now if we replace the sum de~ining F by the i~tegral
+1
f ' f g'(X,X)c{X,
-I <4.16)
~CX,~) -:- PI,} , x::= (2C/N)-1, ~== (2J/N)-1,.
and furthermore "replace the summation in Eq. (4.7) by inte"-
~gration, then Eq. (4.7) reduces to the' 'integral equation, ~
(4·17a)
.. , ~ :".
* See Eq. (1'.33).
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W!th fcx, vrÅr. +CbÅr( x, ?) + f(D( x, v) z- ••' ,
            '
         SO)('x, }) ..-sl; [ 3(x2 -l- S2År -- 6lx-V1 t2),
                       '
         sct)-(x, ,2) ,. I K( C' i21) Lf "a År-- p( 7
                  /(L K(?,X) tf tf `Åq 2.r,
   K(Cc,v) = Ci2j/21)-(sfi/3){ci+ v){L + (1",,f)"
            '
      + 'zl' (v-'xS- i} cv- x) (cl+v )it (, -.)i]} ' '' (4'i7b)
      " .. :iY ('v.,pc)2. (3tfii-/lo) ((t+v)'i t (1+ ,, )nSz -
                                  '
                  ss      + (i - LEfL)'i -i- (1-x)T ) -t- Tltlir ((i ;t- L2iLS+ (iÅÄ x)3
           t(T -- .v )3 +(i-x)3), .t.
                              '
                  ,Here Å~ ?epresents the dr e./rning parameter defined by .., .
             t.
                  -
         ` Xrc4N-S/l6t7z;a?.L. i
                                                    (U.iB)
!f thel i'ntegral equation ' (4i17a)/ zs selved---wlth respe6t to
ES?(x, yÅr, [71 Ss obtained by Eqs. (4.5a) and (L.16). ..A+llihou-
gh, when z = O, Eq. (4;l7a) is rtothing but the K'irkvvood and
Riseman ('KRÅr inf'egral egua'tlon tar'ide'al dhain, Å}t is ci,ear





                                                       'that Eq, (4.17a) Å}s ot the same tyPe 'as the KRts irrespec- ' "
tive of the value of. z• But, as has been pointed out by zimm52)
anh Kirkwood et al•,55)' 54) the ifitegrai equation of this ,
                                                        -.type can not analytically be solved. .
     gU. 5. Solution os the !ntegral Equation apd .,..l .
             IntninsÅ}c ViscositY , ,
                  tt
                                                     -
    The integral equation (4,17a) can be solved approximate-
ly. !Å} Y(x, yÅr and f(x, y) are ex.p. anded tn Foumier se?Å}es
of the fornzs " ..-...." . '
                     '
               Y'(x,s)= "21ioo y',r cv)eCile'X
                       le. -. ed• 7 .Z. .
                         tt-.
               f(x, x) = ico f,,(ve) eta laT ' - ,
                ' k.L. .,7 .,,
               ::'-t "'t t- t t'r ''; t1 ''/tttt
                                              '
respectively, then Eq. (4.17a) ls transfprmed inico t.he fp!low--
Å}ng set ot iÅ}neav' eguatÅ}on's for the FourÅ}er aoeffi6'i' ehts,r "'
                          + oo
 E9taCw)+(x/va)(i-o.+i6g+t••ÅrÅí ane ifecv) = ftecw. (4•20) '
    . .. z. ep--oo'
                '
                   t ---- -.         L
                N
                                                    ''
                                         --l:. t
When the matrÅ}x elernents (2kl are ap.prexiMated by the values .
                ' ' d65fi' r.
svThieh arg aSymptoticaUy valÅ}d for large k and l, akl beeome
                                      '
            8fi/3 Lf la = 2 --- o,
                                          '
where 5kl is Kroneeke?'s delta. Substituting the solutÅ}ons
of Eqt (4.20).to the approxiTnation (4.2P into Eq. (4,lgÅr,
we find
          -
                   '
    9(X, V) .. fOCY) ',, I;J
             1 +CS}/3) .År(' ('t- O, •li-l6 Z+•• i) 'i S,
                  ' .• (L,.22•)
             +op fk .C V)
                                  tn la pc
            le=-.oo I+ÅrÅq'(t-e.-{-t6z+•••)jklL'i . ,
Since it can be easily shewn -that fo(y) =-.=- O, 9(x, y) given
by Eq. (4r22), when z = O, reduces to the approxirnate selu-
tÅ}on obtainsd by KIrkwood and R•iseman,29) Now;-'adopting. the
above solution (4.22), we obVain aeter laboriQus calculationS
        '
 F(x) = -;lt2 lefl.li, ';iliT2 a + (i- ,. ti.[g f+ tt•)'(ÅrÅqT/ieEf)
(LL.25)
     i Å~ {1 + ptf`' [i t2X" {:teX)\) ..+ 87Ct i(i//)'vigr) ]Z "' d},
                            -6L- t
'
                                                  K
   where C(y) and S(y) represent the Fresnel integrals defi-
   ned by
                  C(V)=S,'-E.leii;.,ti,dt, ..
                  SÅqV)--S,Vc(ll.:t)k..dt. (4•2Ll)
   Expanding the F(X) in powers of z as for the averagerchain
   eonfigurations and osmotic second virial coeffigient, we
   obtain the final expression fo? the intrinsÅ}c'viscosity:
                                 3 e"3         ('z]= -ii•gtlilSlli8Iilli;ooe .at,2.f. NF(ÅrÅq')= ii!ii'i.iN (xF(x)]..ÅqsM2Åri (
           F(Å~) = Fo (XÅr(1 + IO (X) z - ..,N
                                        '
           it. cx) =:G[l,. ,.ZO.O, -it,2 ,.Åqillil7kt) " (4•25)
           Pcx) =: ( F,iCX)+ 'F,'icx))/F. cxÅr, '
           F,,(x).f,,zO.e,-ilr.-i-:t;3o7es(Å~lae)
                             1
                 x(i+2rci Cc(.2leX)la..) +-g xt' S((.2XkÅrk.,)j,
                                       t
           if'cx) ,- o.-ef-i6 Å~ `;;r2 tiiViO?., le`512 .ef+txÅrÅq1'kl')]2. '
                                 ./
)?
                         t
                                            '.-- C
                            '
         'Table II gives the n,americal values of the viseosity tunc-
tions Fo(X), p(X), ete; There.are-also given the, v.alues oÅí .
                                     '
            y(x)-.---a-(d2esXF,CX)/a2g:}X], ' (4..,6')"
                s
                                                            '
                               'The explanati:on of this tab;.e will beigiven in the next sec-
                                                        '
     '
                                                    /
     Now, if the Stokes ]aw is appl-ied to tho frictÅ}on con-
Stant et of Segment, we have ' - .•- ,,
                                                                     v
                                                                .
                                                             J'
                                   '
              J4== 3xn,b. ' (4•27)
Then, Eq. (4.18) can be rewr!tten as' - ..=
                                                      '
              x-tc6/7c )T( lo/a) NT.] ' (4.28) ••
It is noted here that-Vhe" appZicaeion Qf Stokes, law to the
mo'lecular scalg, of course, requires careful investigationgt .
Howeve?, as is weU knewn,- FiQry and .IPox's tlLe.ory50) oS [)2] .
in Lhe beginning ha$ 1een p]?opQsed to bring the Stokes ?adius
(l/2)b of segment to a rea$enable ordep, which was evalua'ted
aS iunreasenably small by Kiti!swood and Ri$emants theory.29)
                             ny66nt
Table !1. Nurnerical values of the viseosity fvtnetions .
x
    rvo(x)
KR ItzP Revised
      Flt (x)
v(x) F.(X)
Fl lh (X)
 F.(X) p(X) n(x)
dio(X) .
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                       ,
Zn this connection, the interpretation of shear viscosity
for liquid argon developed by KirkvJood et al.55) is of great
                                              '
                      '
                                  tt
                       -:                                                     /tinterest, in which the Stokes. radius of an argon molecule was
evaluated to be 2.•O A at 890K in good agreement with its
               •o•aetua-l radiUs' l`9-•A." ' ' '' •' '• '-
                                          '
     SL;•-.4• Discuss'iops ' . ..'..I '...
     Asi 'is s.hoVin -in Appendix IV, Å}n the limSt for X = O
oorresponding to the free-draining molecule, we obtain
         - fu l, (X-) = [34;/loS- = 1. 2v6 , ' (Ll. .29)
          5)o
                                                            L
        '
                                    1Thus, rernernbering Eq. (h,•15b) S, or "uhe rri3an squ.q.z'e radius of
gyyation Åq s2År , we find - - . ,
            l . ., Jt -.. .'.             '
   (n]x---•e•'t'sotN'i M-.- Åqs2År =• Lgs.?ll!lilli'i i;', '3M3 Åq'siÅro o(sa,' ' (4.so)
        /Lt - -t /t .                    '
                                                       '
                                 rwhich is, identical te .Debyets expression.-
 .
     Aneth•er. e•ase ei"• ttntt•q:.nq$t' -i.s the a$-yrr.pto'L.inv. 1:Lrni-V fpr .
X ; co cqr?espending't.o the impe]rmeable moleeule.t, In ehis
CasLer, Eq. (4.25•) yi-elds. - - ' - •. .- f'
                               .68-
                   3g       ('2 )?s'= oe == •iii]'lo[N (ÅrÅq Fe (x))x.., ÅqIili2Åro'2E'(f+ t, ssz - •tt), (la''51a)
                                                     '
    which may be rewritten in a closed ibrm by usÅ}ng Eq• (4.15b):
                           33
       (y? )..., == 2foifoSN (Å~ Fo(X)J7c.eo Åq'iilÅrV-" ÅqX's2'+.3 (4'51b)
                                  •. '1
         SimUarly,'in the cdse os intermedtate x, the intrinsic
    v'iseos'ity ap'pears to be proportional to oesn with
                                  '
     •. •n(År()=(ie5/67)P(Å~År Åqfer smaLL zÅr,.' (4.s2)
    the values of n being also given in Table XX as functions of
    X. rt appears very interesting that, in contradiction to
    the existihg theories, the Å}ntrinsic viscosity is not pro-
    portionai to Åq s2År5/2' or the sphericai voiume occupiEd by
    the polymer coil even in the limiting'case for impermeable
    molecule.
t 1"e now turn to discussions on the ap, pro.vimations eraplo--
                                                                    '
    yed in the present theory. According to Kirkwood, Zwanzing
    and piock (Kzp),54) their impr'oved soiution of the integrai
    equation in the case of ideal chain yields the IÅqZP values of
                                  -69-
)CFo(X) givpn. in the third colurnn of Table II, which are to
                                             tlt -be cornpared vJith the KR values in the second colum. There'  -
Å}s a fertunate but excellent constancy in the ratio between
if:p,.zpd,,Ki.11::ezgk'ii•:;g}g".".gg:',xh,11•,/•i,:-•:ir-g•gg,azili.IRg.o:l:.,,,
to be Z•259 by Auer and Gardner.57År From these facts, we rnay
obtain revised• vq. lues of. XFo(X) by rnultiplying tino IÅqR values
by theJfactor O•795 ( = . 1,259/1,588År, which seem to be rnore
suitable for practtcal use than the,KR ey KZP values therp-
selves. The boldface numbers in TabÅ}e U represent the
revlsed values thus• obtained. -
     Similarly, some eodepections Sor Fl'(X) a)e also required
in a rigorous sense. However, we do not toueh the• values of
pÅqX), takÅ}ng an optiMÅ}stic view that the corrections for
?::l,and(.:.-FIS ).Iight be Cancelled out one tinother in the
     IFot'the sake ote comparison, 16tf'vts''nbvJr-3.onsSder, the ' '
                                       t- --uniformi expansion model and a"ssLune that n -•
   - . ' .Åq E$L' {SiÅr = c)Åq s2Åq ISSt' ESi År,-, ' T '' ' (2.t •55a)
      -
        '
  . ' .J .ÅqT '-kl ,3.i År t--' oÅq ls;-` Åq: kl ,,,L År. .1 '. -,. -1 i " ' .( 11,[.}i i;b)
     t.. tn r'' J/t . t / t
                                t. tt                                  '
                                                      -
                            '
        --.
     '-' ' 'L '' -' '' •' J ' . '.,
       t n-t n- L.. t.t                                                     - . t-                                                  '
  t
                              -
                                              '
                                              .SubstÅ}tuting these relations into Eq. (LL.7), we ebtain the
                                                      -
                                               'integral equation,
                               -I- t
    y(x,?) = cts2 Js`O'cx, v)-fiXct, S :Lilg:lel2'kVi d{,. (4'54)
                              -.1
wh!eh leads to the resulics:
            F(x) == ;{l. ,ÅíO.e, 'iilr, ,+(,,911,',lki) , ' ` Åq4tss)
         mi...,- Zi /lll.irÅq (xFecx)]x.. ÅqiEi2i-ÅrtS!oÅq,3, (u•s6)
  'This.Eg, (h..56..)-is identical tc the Flogey and Fox (FF) equta-
tion50) cuvrently in 'use.
     The difterence Ot57 between the exponentsVof (Xs ef our
Eq, (!I.51b) and FF's (2".56) consÅ}sts of two pa?ts, O.22 and
O.55- The first part O,22 arises trom the differpnce b.et-
wee'n 'oixe a'ssTinptotia val'ue' l.155 and FF's value 1•276.xfoy
                                           " Lu
                                                       i?li(X)/Fo(X) and illustrates the disadvantage of the un!form
                                                        ttexpanslon approximaVton Åq4.55a) for' Åq SSÅ}•SSÅr. Similarly,'the
seeond p"art O.55 arises trom the difference between ou]? asym-
ptotic fralue o.4Z6 and FF!s value O•658 for` Fl"(X)/Fo(X)
and agai'n illustraees the disadi antagef of the:approximation
                       .. -71-
(4,55b), for which de have already pointed out that employ-
                                                              'ment of cÅrL s must Å}ntroduce an overeorr' ection into -Åq 1/RijÅr .
I"e accordingZy rnay concZude `that the decrease of n (X = m)
f?om 5,oO to 2s45 in the present theory is not'fictitions,
                                        'though the quantiVative estimation of its accuracy is not
given here•
                                     K
     As was pQinted out Å}n Chaptgr J,. the pxpans!on oÅí a
pelyrner eoil due to the volune eefeet, dees not oceuy unitorm-
                               'ly, but more largely in the skin papt than Sn the core part.
This predic.ts that the gremteM expansion oS the polyrner chain
is foZlowed by the deeper pgnetration gS the so2vent moZegu- .
IeB, or, #n othep words, iche hydrodynamÅ}c radius Sva• of the
polymer ooil incroas.es Zoss repid:y than the sndtistÅ}cal.ra-
dius Åq s2År;/2 as the parameteT z Å}ncreases.
     TtiuB, accoyding Jto Eq. (4.51bÅr, we tÅ}nd
              srz == ÅqszÅr,i a(,+"(X), (4•s7)
Sirnilayl.Ly,-.So.r.. Floryfs univevBai constant 4? defined by
                   . .t-
                      r-. t
                   33
      (ve 1 == .6 -:iJ @ CÅq S2 Årerr/M ") o(s3 , ' (4 '58)
       '
 A
                                                                   +
 )e see Eq. (1•58)•
                             -7i2- L
we find '
            g(x-År = fe6(x)ct,;(3-ncx)] ,
                 = ll?e(Å~) (i-'(t'9[-PCX))Z+`''Ji', (LI-'359)
                                               5
      IE.kx) = ('JtiiN/6;•roo) ( ÅrÅq' F, cx')] = 2.2g3 Å~•ioai (xF. cK)).
                                        '
                                                    '
                                                          -
This relatiohship implies that the co'nstantr{P rnay be a
decreasing: tunetÅ}on oS the teMperaturein'' poor solvent sys-
tems. T-he/' 1• ast'colum'-of Table l1 gives .tlLe values-.of {2- b(X)
as funcCions•ef x.)C •The generalbehavio?--of'i;?'pi?edictbd '
bY Eq. 'l(-4:59) willsbei disciJLsse'd' sOmewhat in'deta•U by compari-
son with-experiment (Chapter Vr)L . . '' "...'. •
                                                       t
      '
        '
      .. t, .. ' ,-' -.: .i' -r-r- t
                                                  '
                   .
                            't -t
                                               t tt.
  '
    '
                                               --
 )e KR ,s' or Å}g inal' value l.588 for [X E?b(X)]. .. yÅ}elds'
                 r't li  , i '"tllÅr.(Å~" oo)== 3,62Å~lobl ' ''' .
                   '
  -h                '
instead'ef.2.87 Å~lo21 gÅ}ven Å}n Tab.le I. -
           '
                                                         '' '
  - , . .- b .1 -. -. "' '' /
                                                         .
                                '
                                      Lt
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              Chapter V. FRICT!ONAL COEFFZCIENT
       S5• Z• Zntroduction . - . L. .. •- .
      In the p?evious: chapter, we have developed a'theory of
 the'intrinsic viscosity of chain poiyrnev solution. Another
 problem of frictio"al properties is of frictional coeffici-
 ent Z' , which is the essentiaZ quantity in diffusion and
 sedÅ}mentation experiments. 'In the case of the intrinsic vis-
 cosity, the moZecular•center of mass of polyrner molecul-e aqu-
 ires a mean velocity.equal to the local velocity of t'he sol-
 vent ln which the Polyrner molecule is•i•mrd:ersed. To the cOn-
 trarY, in.the ea'se of the diffuSion and SedÅ}-mentati'on, the '
          E
 rnolecular center of mass .is in rnotion with mean velocity re-
 lative to the solVenti Thi.s Å}s the only difference between
                             .t
 these two problems. Therefore, we can easily extend oun
              '
 theory, of the intrinsie viscosity'to the frictionai coetfi-
      Thus, in this chaptev, we cal'culate the dependence of
 the -frictÅ}onal coeffieient on the excluded' volurne parameter
 Z, and again dÅ}scuss..the relation between the hydrodynamic
 radius. Pz. gf polymer coil and the statisticai radius
                                                          ''
           t.
                 '
  4 ec Zn the-•course Qf preparation of thi•s artiele, Stockmayer
 and Albre.cht58) have p?esented a theory simiiar in nature
f 5. 2. z-Dependence of Frictional Coefficient
If the translational diffusion 00nstant and the sedimen-





is the partial specific vplume of the polymer,'
and go . the density of ~he ~olvent~
According to Kirkwood and Ris~'in~n,29') the frictional,





<1FL>= - C, lJA. - ~ L <lTl.s· lFs >',
5=0
(5',· 3)
where lJ.-l represents the mean translational velocity of. the
polymer molecule, relative to the solvent', and Firep-
resents the frictional force exerted on the fluid by 'segment
i. If the fluctuation of Tis is again igrtorecl, Eqs. (5·2)
and (5.3) become
-75-
.                                       '
                               -
            G=Åírt"..'V`'L, '-. (s•4b)
     Wc ua =--'tÅqFtÅr= U- 6.4v-. ,g. Åqft,,ÅrY, ue, (s•4c)
                                                    lt
     Now, substituting Eq. (lt.14) into Eq, (5.ltc), and then
replacing sgrnimat;ons by inPe.ffrations, we obtain
                '
             q cx) ---- S HNkcx) ax, . . ] .
                                                 ,
    . - ' 2(' =: (2 t/N) --. f, h
                                  +l
     `-yi(xÅr -i-- flll. o--o,4`,6z+••t)g-:-il.;SItiils{2Årie dt. (5'5b)
                                 --l
                      .
                                                vtwhere X representsi the draÅ}ning pavarneter defined by'Eq- •
(Ll-.18) Lo'r-(l:l..28). As the integraZ equation (5.5b) is the
same in foym as Kirtuood and Risernants29) except for the
extra Åíactor O'-- o,416 z), we ean easuy ebtain its appte6-
ximate solutiorr by Vhe Fourier expansÅ}on method ernployed
in the previous chapte?. That is, puthÅ}ng S'(x, y) =Sk(x),
                        p "H 76-
f.(y) = 1, -and fk(y) = O for k -i O in Eqs. (4 .1 9) and
(4.22), we find
        rt-r t' tt t'. tt. . ... t.. - . .L .t tt
                                      -V L- tt t
                         i'
                                                    (5.6)
          " 1+(8/3) XT (f- o•416X+•• ) 'L . ' -
                                                   '
which leads to
   . `ie:.i --' -ilJ- GN GbCX) " 3ff' le ()Åq G(X )) ÅqS2Åri '
          G(X) = G'e (X) (1 +Z(Å~) Z•- '' !J, .
                                                    (5•7)
     ., q. Cx)= 2/P +(gX/3ÅrJ,
   .,. ,, g(Å~) = O 416[8X/(3+gX-)],
                 'In Table Zl' Z are given the nurne"ical valties of the diffdSion
                                 'funetions' Go(x)j d(x), etc., together' with the values of
                  .
           1"(Å~)'- :iL (d j2osXG. (Å~)/d 2b2}XJ, ' (5•8)
         'L, .,
     For a suffÅ}cie4Ply small value of X, Eq. Åq5•7) asymp-
totica lnyly r,e d. uceS IO . , r
  :' "' p' "'' 'sEl ,. .' '--':' 4N• 'L ' '- T' ' '' Åqs T. '9'jJ
                               '
              t
t
s
Table 1!X . Numerical values of the di ffusion fun ct ions.
x
  xx}.(x) ,
KR Revised ,bC(X) q(x) m(x)
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                                L
                                       'On the.other hand, for a s.ueficienbly large value of X, we
                -
      '
                       '
  E:x.= ee = 371Z-?o' [XGa (Å~))...ÅqS2År,"' (1+O•-t6 E= ''') .
       i =" i' zi ?. '( x (-6(K )) x= . Åq s.2År,1 ct ,o' 6s.2 '' .. . (5 'iO)
ThÅ}s 'atgai'n "tr'nd'Å}cates that even !n the -case of imperrneable
raoZecule, the effective hydrodynamic radius Sg varies with
varing the excluded. voZume more slowly than the statistical•
?adius does. Thus, in general, we may write
            /Sz. = Åqs2ÅrtS ctS"(X) ' '' (s'.n)
with mÅqX)=(lo5/67) Z(Å~) ,' (5.12)
                                                          ,
                              ,
                                                 '
                                         '
                                       '
                             tt tt
                             '
                        .t
                              'The values of m(X) are also given in Wable U;,
     As gÅ}ven.Å}n Appendix V, by using the Gege'nbauer polyno-
mial, the correct asymptotSc value of
         -•---'-''(XGe(XÅr]x=-oo. . ' '+
                 '
      -71 '- '/ i. .
can be eval uated tip be O.' 7622'instead of the Kiykwood and
                 '
RÅ}s'eman'(.KR.)L valUe b.750o (=.6/8), but the diSferenqe is
                 . -79-
i"'
quite insignificant in comparison with the experimental ac-
cixracy of EZ , ThÅ}s explai:ns why the Ki?kwood and Rtseman
theery agrees- very well with exper,iment .in the case of fric-
tional coefticient but .not ln the case of intrinsic visco-
sityi59) we however make a slight revision in the values of
XG.(XÅr, IpulPiplying the KR values by l'.Ol6 (== O.7622/O;7500År;
the revised ' values• are' given in Table Ill by. boldface numbers•
     AccordÅ}ng to Mandelkern and Flor:,l40) the frictional
coeecic,ient is expressqd. in,the form.. . . . .
  t- t.
    '
       -t.
        .,.' .n./?, =67TPÅqS2ÅroT ets' L (5•15År
where' P represents a universal constant anqlogous .to e ,oS
                                             t' J'r L'J ` r
                                               'the v!scosÅ}ty theovy, M.aking a comparison of''Eqt (5!7) with
                                          s :t
                                                   tEq. Åq5.l5), vJe find'e "
       . .- Cl-7,i CX )j
   "' 2(X)= -i?e (Å~År (År(s `
                = p. (Å~År (4-CD.638- `Z (Å~))Z+ •t'J, (s,li.l.)
                       '
                     t
     ?.(Å~) = (3x3/2)T (Å~Ge(Å~Årj == 6•g20 (XG-e(X)`) ,
 '
                                              '
 X The KR value fev XGo(X) :ead to
                ?, (Xt de) == S. 71






combination et Eq, (5.114) with (4.59) yields
    g; l 1?" == @.t 1?.ni e( s';T (X) - Mi CX)
                                                   (5 •is)
          = i.l ?." '{ t+ (-l- p(Å~) -- 7(x)] s --- ••t}, -
                                       '
         '
               -
                 .
 iast two colums of TabZe ZIr give the vaiues ot Po and
 2.'-i as funetions of x. Eq. (5.ls) w.ill be di$eussed
cornparison wSth experÅ}ment s'omewhat in detail in Chapter
-8Ld
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            Chapter VZ; COMPARZSON WZTH EXPERIMENT
           1trt
       ge'6. It :ntr'oduction
       'ISn the preceding chapters, we have developed the theories
  of dilute poly'rnep solution, and derived the expressions for
  varÅ}ous measurable solution-properties related to the exeluded
  volurne effeet. The present theertes have been proposed to
  improve the theories developed b: Flory and others and to
  interprete the recent experimenta: results, and have been
  treated more rigorously than their theories• Moreove.rt ogr
  theQries are systomatically deseribed by the molecular or.
  model constants such as the segment size b, its lipk length
  a, etc., without including the phenomenological parameters.
  Therefore, it seems to be worth whUe to cornpare the theory
 ywith experiment at this stage and Vo estimate the model con-
  stants. To d,e. this, the meaS!xeernent ca?ried out in the vi--
  cÅ}nitsy of the Fiory temperature appears to offer [the mos'b
  suitable da'ta, fer the expre3sions presented here all are
  expressed Å}n a power sgries in the e4cluded voZume •para-
  meter-z whieh becomes zere at the Flory temperature.
       Thus, in thts chapter, a thorough ccmiparison oS the
- present theories with experimental data is made, taking solu-
  tions of polystyrene in cyeZohexane as an exarnple• The re-
  Sults will prove thaC the theorie.s are in exeellent accord
                                  -82-
g••;1.-l
with the experiments at least in the vic!nity oS the Flory
temperature, and are very fitted for struetumal interpreta-
tion pf experSrnental data.
     g6. 2. swmary of the Theories
     Before proceeding to a eomparison of Vheor y-•-and eicperi-
ment, it would be convenient foy reade-rs to summarize the
impertant notations and equatioris. proDosed 'in thts tarticleli."-...
     in our model, the potenLial of mean'foree between two'-'
segments is assurned to be of short-range nabur'e:
             oo Lf O A R `-: b,
             -".eafp(-3i23/2da) tf RÅrb,
where R represents the distance between the segments, b the
.diameter of segment, uo the energy pararneter positive in
endothermic solutions and negative in exothermic solutions,
and d a constant approximately equal bo the link length a.
When uo ÅqÅq lkT and d -- a, the Mory te.rrrperatuye GÅr and the
excluded volune pa?ameter z, respeetively, are exPressed.as
            @=((n/6'){(a/b)3-- lj(uo/ila), (6.2)
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.
           g =(6/x)l(b,/a,År3(i.((e)/T)]Mt (6't5)
with '
 a.=a/svl.l, b.=b/M.l, t6•U)
whe?e M and Mb aFe. the respe.ctÅ}ve molecular weight or poly-
mer and segtnent.
     Ovun expressions for the measueable solution-properVies
aZl are expressad in g power series tn •z as folZows.
     (a) bean SqUare Radius of Gyrati•oh•, Åq s2År
           K,s2År = Åq-S- 2År. (1+ t,276 z -•••),
                                                     I(S•5År
               ÅqS2År. == -g--Ma.-.
     (b) Osmottc Sebond Virial Coefficient', A2
   A2 == -{• :•itfl tN b.3(1-(ef, T)](1.- ?,g6sk t- ls, s1,}2-••it t )
      =4n2IN(Åqs2År.?/, M2)7(1-- 2, B65' Åí. t lgt5'-1 Za- , te ),
                                                 t
where pt is th-e Avogadro nurnber, --2.865 z' represents Jthe
dbuble eoneact te]mi, and l8.sl z2 the ti?Sple eonta'et term.
          - -L8Ll."
e     (e) !ntrinsic Viscosity, [nl
         [?i = [v]. (i +POÅqÅrz -•''J,
         (n ], == (7rgN/6g• loo)[x F. (x)J a.3 Ml (6•7)
             = (Z# N/Joo) (X Fo (Å~)) (ÅqS2År.f/ M),
where [)2]erepresents the intrinsic viseosÅ}ty at the Flory
temperature, and X represents the draining parameter defined
by
                      f-. X == (3/2Z )T( be/aoMoS) Mt, (6 •8)
{IIhe values of XFo(X) and p(X) are given in TabZe IT by
boldface numbers.
     (d) Prictional Coefficient, Z'
      "`'7 = 3nT7,(x•G-. (x)] Åq5 2År,'za (f+ gCX) Z "-- '''), C6•9)
                                                   '
Here ?7o is the viscostty aoeSfieient ot solvent,, and the
values of XG.(X) and q(X) are given in Table !'ZI by bold-
Saee numbers.
          A
    '
          '
                              -
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     g 6. 5. RadÅ}us of e,yration
     As has already been mentioned in Chapter II, the light
soattering measurement earried out in the vicinity of the
Flory temperature provides the most available data for the
experimental test of Åq s2År.
     Table Zv gives the experimental values of s(== Åqs2År1/2)
for the system polystyrene-eyclohexane, whieh are obtained
by outer, carr and zimm4i) byeus,ing the anguzar variati'on
rnethod, The weight average molecular weight Mw of this
sample is 1.61 Å~ lo6, and the de temperature of this system
has been evaluated to be so7.UeK by Krigbaum.42) Now, using
the linear expansion taetor cts detined by Eq. Åq4•Z5b):
               cÅr(s2 = Åq82År/ÅqS2År. '
Eq• (6.•5) may be rewrÅ}tten as
   , 1--ctfiio--/\År ="276(tf)t(ab.")3Mt. (6.io)
AssÅ}gning so(= Åq s2År.l/2) to be s7g K by the lnte'rpg,iation
of experimental data, we can find that the rabSo in the left
hand side of Eq. (6.10) is indeed constanbTwithin exPeri-
                                                     'i
mental error (see Table rV). Thus, from two obtained values
of this ratto and So, we get
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(eK)     bobs.
    oSvr [A]
Eq.(6.5) FloryC











































Mvv =1.61Å~I06 and @ == 3o,40K.
root of the weight avera'ge of Åqs2År
Data are ebtained by Outer. darr and
Cig in Eq. (6.12) is a6signed to be 6
 ,
              .
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        ae --- O•73t rt 7 b. == o.lo37 Ae, (6•lla)
whieh lead to the model censtants a and b of a reasonable
ordev:
a .. 7s Ae , b = 2,3 A"
 , t+ Mo --- 104 C hiono na er wee7kt ),
                                                     (6.1lb)
oc= 6,3i b=1," Ae, tf tvte=S2 (ecverase vveeskt of
                               --C}'I (C6 Hs)- amd -•' CHa').
In Table rV are aiso given the values of S caluculated by
Eq. Åq6.5) and by Flory's equatÅ}on:
            cÅr(.' •-- o(,3 == CF (f'((D/T)], (6•12)
where cF is a constant proportsonal te M)/2. It appears
frorn the ?esult that, at Zeast in the vicinity ot the O po-
int, the temperature dependence of S is better represented
by Eq. (6.5) than by Flory's eguation (6.l2), thovtgh a tinal
decislon must await a more extensive test.ee
 X rn .this respec,t, Krigbaumts theory42) recently deveioped
has just given the same eonelusion as ours.
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     Table V gives another experirnenta! test of Eq. (6.5) for•
the same system as above; the observed values of S are by
Krigbaum and carpenter.51) The molecular weight "aw ot '
                           rthis rnaterial is 5•20 ÅrÅq 100, and ÅqE} is described as 508.40K.
The siTnilar calcuiation as before leads to the resuits shown
in Table V, and to the followSng values of ae and'bo:
         a. -•-- a672 AO , h, = o,lf7g i, (6•15di)
Hence,
        a= 6.9 Ae, b=2•6i, L{ M, -- to4,
                                                       (6.15b)
       a= 4,8A, b= 1,6AO, Lf M,=s2, N
whieh are eairly in agveement with those in Eq. (5•llb). In
this case, however, the ratio (b(s2 - 1)/[ 1- (O/T)] becomes
             ,
appreciably dependent on T at the temperature higher than
about 5110K. !n other words, Eq. (6.5) seems to be applicab-
le only within a very li!ni'ted range of temperature, (EV :t 50K
at most, Fig• 6 is a graphic representation ot these state-
ments ,
     ln this connection, it is a matter of interest to exa-
nine the contrSbution of higher ter'rns negleeted in Eq• Åq6.5).
Fixman9) has reeently derived the following expression for
                               "89-
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1Table v, Radius oÅí gyration Sov
in cyelohexane. :z.a
oÅí
          ,
poly6tyreno
 T
[oK)     bebs.
.SW,.1":],)
FloryC


















































N[uv =r3.2o x lo6 and av= 3oB.4
Data are obtained from S
                        z ob6
S. == [(h +Z)' /Åqh + 2))S S.
represents the root of the z
Krigbaum and Carpenter, Ref.
(IF in Eg. Åq6.12) is aGsigned
                    e
OK'
  by using the reiation,
.
with h=a. where Sz
  aveiage of Åqs2År (see
31) ).
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Fig. 6. Experimental test of the theoretiea1 expressions for the radius
  . ef gyration Sw. Open circles: experimantal values ot qr for
                                                                31)
    polystyrene in cyelohexane obtained by Krigbaum and Carpfinter.
    Heavy eurve 1: present theory to the single contact approxirna-
              -
    tion. P,q. (6t5). Broken eurve 2: present theory to the double
    contact appreximation, Eq. (6.l5). Chain curve 3: Flory
    eguation (6.l2) with Clip == 17.0. Shaded area: range of app].i-
    cability of z-series {lzlEO.15 ).
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Åq R2År,
    ÅqR2År == ÅqR2År.[t -F (41sÅrE -(g,23/3) z2 + ••• ), (6.14)
but the corresponding expression for Åq s2År has not yet been
obtainede Hence, let us resort to the folZowing rnakeshift;•
     ÅqS2År= ÅqSaÅr. (J+ 1. 276z -- 2,o77 z2+ ,.• År. (6•15)
The broken eurve in Fig. 6 is the values. obtained by this
equation. From the figure, we tind that the introduction of
the Fixman term, the doubZe contact term, does not utterly
,cOnt?ibute to improving the deviation of Eq. (6.5) from the
experimental data. This implies the devSation is resulted
from the divergence of z-series rather than the neglectÅ}on
Of higher terms. Thus, )ire can estimate the range of appli--
eability of the z-expansion rnebhod, which is enclosed in
Fig. 6 by two shaded lines, each eor'responding to z = -+. O•15•
Tn the next section, the eondition Åíor convergenee of z-sevies
will be'ascertained by a more extensive test. Both in Table
V and Fig. 6 are also given the resuits obtained by Floryis
equation, Eq. (6.12), for the sake of comparison. Mhe results
!11ustrate that, in the vex.y vicinity of the Åqgb temperature,
                              -- 92-
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the present theory is again in better agreernent with experi-
ment than the Rlory!s, but the latter is ef very wide anpli-
eatien.
     For the foregoing cornment, the system poZystyrene-buta--
none offers an illustrative exampZe, for which the O -vaZue
is assigned to be alrnost zero by ptory and others.45) In this
ease, if the eonstants a and b have stilZ the vaZues of Eq.
(6.11), three equations (6.5), Åq6.15), and Åq6.12) give the
narrow curves tn Fig. 7, all or them being far froni the
experimental points.liZ) However, this is not a surprising
resu!t, for both a and b, in general, must depend on the
nature of solvent as weZl as that of polyrner. Then, assun-
ing that a and b themselves change their values by solvent
nature but the ratie bo/ao remains--unchanged,-e we obtain
the heavy curves in Fig• 7t
     Although sueh a rough calculation as above ean furnishe
no quantStative information•, we rnay suggest that, in the
systern ot this kind, the interpretation of experimental data
should be developed on the basis of such tormuZa cZosed in
form as Floryis, so far as the rnoleeular weÅ}ght is not
smaller than aboctt four hundreds. The value, fou]e hundreds,
is not of polymer. The?efore, the present theory can not
 7e This assumption corresponds to shifting of the eurves by
g factor, whioh is evaluated to be 2•.









   tM..E
20oe
7. Radius of gyration Sw ef polystyrene in butanone a+, 250C
    obtained by outep. darr and zirrm.41) open circlek:
    experimental data. Curves 1 and Zt: present theory to
    the single contact approximation. Eg. (6.5). Curves 2
    and 2i: present theory to tine double eontact approxima-
   tion, Eg. (6.15). Curves 3 and 5i; Flory eguation (6,12).
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'
utterly be applied to the good solvent systems with nega-
tive e.
     g6,. 4. second Virial CoefeÅ}eient .
     The first example is the light. scattering experiment
of outer, carr and zimm,4i) oited in the previous section,
in whieh Åq S2År and A2 are obtained for polystyrene in
eycZohexane. The weight average rnolecular vaeight Mw and
the C!År -temperature.of thSs systern are
        Svt.r = t.6txlo6 and (Eb = 3o7.4"K.
We have already shown ehat the assignments,
 ' ao = O. 73t fi aosd b. = o, fo 37 AO )
bring Eq• (6,5) into an excellent aceo" rd with the observed
values of sw.-F Now substituting the values of Mw, Åq!lÅr ,
ao, and bo cited above into Eq. (6.6) of A2, we obtain
the full curve 1 corresponding to the double contact appro--
ximatSon and the broken curve 2 correspondlng to the triple
contact • approximation, respectively. in Ng. 8. Both are
favo?ably eompared with the observed values which are shQvn
                                                       2
 ee Sw represents the root of the weight average of Åq S Årt
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Fig, 8. Experimental test of tihe theoretical expression (6.6) for the
    osmotie second virial eoefficient A2. 0pen circle6: experiinen-
   tal values of A2 for polystyrene in cyclohexane obtained by
   outer, carr and.zinm.41) 1fun curve 1: double Åëontact approxi--
   !nation for A2. Broken cur've 2: triple contact approxSmabion for
   A2. C!osed circles, curves 3 end 4. respectively, represent the
           .
    observed values of ehe radius of gyration Sw, and its 6ingle
   and daubZe corkaet approximations (see Table ZV).
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by the open circles• For the sake ot eornparison, the ox-
perimental test ot Sw is also given in the eigure, whe?e
the tiZled circ2es represent the observed vaZues, and the"
curves 5 and 4 the ealeulated values corresponding to the
single and doub!e contact approximations, respectively.t
     The second exarnpie is the light scattering experiment
of Krigbaum and carpenter51) sor the same system as the fore-
going, but the values of lv[w and (fi) in this case ar"e'
         i"
        Dvt.- =r 3,2oxto6 aMd (!D = 3o8,`7•OK.
FrQrn the experimental data of Åq s2År for this riaterte1, we
have determSned in the previous sect'ion the range of appli-
cabÅ}lity of the z-expansion method,•whtch i"s-ndicated in
Figs. 6 and 9 by two shaded lines," each corresponding to
z = -+- O.15, and evaluated as
        a.= o.672 Ae aeqd b. --- e.vf7gA.
Now again substitutÅ}ng these values Å}ntp Eq. (5.6)•, we obtain
the results shown in Fig, 9, iihere the;open circles' represent
                             ,the observed values of A2, and the gurves 1 and 2 represnet
,its ealculated values 6orresp6nding toithe double and triple'
 contaet approxSrnations, respectively. !n the Åítgure, ehe
                         i
 ehaih eurve 5 represents the values obtained by Orofino and
                                             -Floryis forrnulae,2Ll) '
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Fncperimental test of the theoretieal expressions (6.6)
for the osmotie second virial coefficient A2 for polystyrene
cyclohexane obtained by Krigbaum and carpenter.31)
double contact approximatien for A2. Broken curve
approximation for A2. enain cur've 3: Orofino and
(6t16). Closed eireles: experimentai values of tn)
materia!. lrtull curve 4: present theory, Eq. (6.7).
Cinain cur'sre 5: Flory and Fox,s equation (a.36) with
Shaded area: range of applicabiliey of bhe theory
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  t tlir-L-t
     and (6.7)
           in
  liUZI curve 1:
 2: triple eontaet
Floryts equation
  for the same
 with Cn], = i.3i.
  Eq. (6.17).
( iztLO.15).
-= p
           A,= -i :7t tN b,3 (1 -- +s9•) 'an [lll.+zC g! ii-lils'3), (6•16)
               ofs5 '"- ct.3 =dsz (6•Z7)
with ce =5.75Nand Cs=l.276• The essesptial behavior of
Fig. 9 is-quite analogous to that of iPig. 6, though the devia-
tion of the broken curve 2ifrom-tl[e--SulL..e.ua3ve 1 is apprecia-
bly amplified in the former than in the latter, a+ri'd=:•we- •ean.
find that, in the veryvicinity of the (Eb ternperature, Eq.
(6e6) is fitted tor quantitative interpretation of expen-
mente rn addition, the cenditSon for convergence Vof the
                                               'z-series Åq6.6) rnay be wvitten as
                                                       (6.18)
     ZÅq2.865/IS,51=e,lss Cf ZÅrO, .
       '
- Orofino and Plory have evaluated as Co= 2.50 S?om a wide
v, arieVy of data; hovcever tor small z, we consider Co=" 5.75
tO be rnore ape?opriate,, as has already -been: poinVed' out by
Albreeht.26)
                              .99.•- . ;t
N
though the exact condition is unknown due to the lack of
knowledge of the higher coefficients. ThSs condition (6,18)
is consis'tent with lzl .Åq- O.15 for the application of Eq.
(6 .5) •
     As easily seen from the definition (6.5) of z, the
decrease of the molecular weight extends the application
range of our theory in tempeyature scale (compare the Sirst
example with the second). Therafore, to make a rnore thorough
comparison of the theory with experirnent. the data for ma-
toriais wÅ}th a lower M are desired. In this meaning, the
osmotic pressure rneasina?ement carried out by Krigbaurn24"Ll)
 otters an illustrative example, though the CD value, 505.60K,
of his materSal is a little lower, but beyond the experirnental
                                              Xerror, than those of two examples cited above.                                            Fig. 10 shows
his data, together with the theoretical curves wh!ch are ob-
                                         'tained by oombining Eq. (6.6) with
       ao =o•962 fi ct•ytd b,=o.12s3 AO. S (6•lg)
In this plot ot A2 against M,1/2 the double contact approx!-
matlon gives a Zine for each given temperature• Although
 X This difference is p?obably due to irnpuritieS, O?, in ,.
Kteigbaumts wordss tTtraces or moisture.'i
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Experitnental te6t oÅí the theoretical expressÅ}on (6.6)
for A2. 0pen circles: experimental values Sor poly-
styrene in eyclohexane obtained by Krigbaum.44)
FUII lines: pre$ent theory (double eentaet approxi-
mation). Broken curves: present theory (triple
centact approximation).
                      I




the vaZues (6•19) are somewhat different trorn those gÅ}ven in
Eqs. (6.Zla) and (6.15a), ifire have no do.ubt that thÅ}s thÅ}rd
exarnpZe also supports otxr, theory,
     ,!} 6. 5• Frictional Propertie$
     So far as we know, the intrinsSe viscosity data of poly-
styrene in cyclohexane solution given by Krtgbaum and Car-
penter5i) avpear to offer the most iliustrative example for
testing our Eq• (6.7). The tiZled circles in Fig. 9 repre-
sent their data. Now if we remember the values of lvrw, ao,
and bo ot this system, we obtain by using Eq. (6.8) and
        -Table II
  Å~=: 30 tv 5o, XF. (Å~År= t.14 rv f,is, zeon6 p(Å~) == 1,s2. (6•20)
The substitution of these values into Eq. Åq5•7) yieZds
                                         -1/5N The detailed value of X is 217XMo                                           ; henee
      X=58, if Mo=52 (average weight ot -CH(C6Hs)-
                            and -CH2- ), .
        =U6, if Mo=lo4 (rnonome? weight),
        = 27, if Mo= 520 (preterred statistical segment
                            weight; see the next seetipn).
                             -102-
                               1
              (n]e=1•4i .v l.4s, (6.21)
which is tolerably in agre'ernent with the Qbserved value,
1.51 Åq100 ml/g), obtained by the interpoZation of experi-
     Furthermore, representing the molecular weight distri-
        3tv(M)=(""/ft!)M"exp (--vM) Åq6,22)
Wi th V= Åq'ft+1 )/M ,,, =Åqa+2 )/ M. , ' (6'2S)
we can easily show that for ' the heterogeneous polyrner, Eq.
(6•7)' beeomes15År{50),45),46)
     (n ], = (t/Z .. )( nv/l oo)(z/6 )'i' (X Fo (Å~)] a.3 tvt er{, (6 ,24aj
                     i
          Z'.. =(ft+i År?r[ rÅqÅíM )/7(ft+1•5)], (6.2Ltb)
                                       3-
or
 Åí)?j,. :i,•-i:,lil;g!!-2.iN ExF.(x)J "ÅqSM2Åíieg, , (6i2sa)
                            •-• 1Q5-• -
(6. 25b)
Here the subscript z attached to M and < 82>0 indicates the
so-called z average. Now, if we set h =4 according to
the indication of the original authors,31 ) we obtain
(6.26)
•
instead of Eq. (6.21), and then the full curve 4 in Fig. 9.
In the vicinity of the Flory temperature, this theoretical
curve agrees very well with the experimental data. For .the
sake of'cornparis on, we show by a chain curve the results
~btained by Flory and Fox's equation.
As was n9ted in Chapter IV, we can write Eq. (6.7) in
a closed form,
(Y7J = ('>1] 0( -nOO
"C £e s ,





lFig. 11 illustrates a test for the correctness of these
reZations. As is expected, the !ntyinsic viscosity data
plotted against Sz in log-log scaie fall on a line of slope
2.4sbÅÄ Å}nstead of 5.0. rn this connection, we can find that
FLoryis universal eonstant i decreases with Å}ncveasing tem-
perature. This observed tendency can be welZ approximated
by
                ap (Å~) == 6. cx) et."-( 3-n)
                                      '
                                                       (6.28)
           :ll2, (x) =-- 2. 2s3 x so a' (Å~ F. cx)] ,
as shown in the insert to Fig. 11. !t is also noteviforthy
that Eq. (6.27) or (6,28), a!though correct in ltself only -
fer srnall z, nevertheless can be used effectively to corvelate
the volume effect with the intrinsic viscosity over wide ran-
ges of temperature. Mhis tortunate situation Å}s of cour:se
due to a mutual canceilation between the hÅ}gher terrns of two
z series for [n] and Åq s2År.
     !n Section 6.5, we have illustrated taking the polysty-
rene-butanone systern as an exarnpl'e that the Mory expression
 N lf X = 50 rv 50, Tab le :r reads n(X) = 2.57 ,v2•58. 0n the
other hand, the slope ot the best fit line for these data has
been found to be 2.2 by the original authors.51)
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Fig.                                           {---.11. Xntrinsie viscosity (nrlpl.otted aEainst ttre=rlttitixs.o:nt.
     gyratien Sz. using ]og-log ploV! Open eircles:
     experimental data Ser the polysbyreWne-eyclohexane
     systern (Mw = 3.20 X 106, (ED = 3os.4eK) obtaine'd by
    Krigbaurn artd carpenicer,31) dihe slope •of theoretica1
    line is 2.4'. ![llie insert shovis the temperature depen-
    aeuee ot' e:ioryis eonstant P .
                         .:
                            -lo6-
                ,
                                     p
for o(s, Eq. (6.12) or (6.17), shows a good correspondence
with experimental data over wÅ}de ranges oe temperature or
solvent power• Now, keeping the foregoing cornments in mind,
we turn to a diseuBsion on general behaviors of FZoryts
constant.
     As is well known, Fox and moryLV7) have pointed out
that the constant i takes a eommon value, 2,1 Å~ lo21, not
only for suffieiently large va!ues of M, but also down to
low values of bfe Fop this behavior, the present Eq. (6.28)
appears to give a satisSactory explanation. That is, we may
wr'ite the solution of Eq. (6.12) in the form,X
         o(s oc rvt E, e =. o rv o,t s (6 .29a)
                                                     '
then obtain rememberSng Eq. (4.26)
         sE oc M"2r, ?r .,, y(Å~)-E[3-)a(x)). (6•2gbÅr
  "e Zn the limit of large z, Eq. (6.17) yields the asytnpto-
tic solution,
                           t/5 O.f
              cts '--•(CsX) oc M .
-107-
trPhe nurnerieal values of Y(X) and n(X) are given in Mable rr.
This relatlon suggests that the counter cont?ibutions of the
drainÅ}ng effeet and the volume aftect, YÅqX) and e[5 - nÅqX)1,
make the te approximately Å}ndependent of M over wide ranges
insofar as the argument X takes a value !arger than about
ten. However, as X decreases beyond ten, the balance in-
clines toward the draining eftect,"e and a decrease ot the di
va!ues wiZl become sÅ}gnificant. Table V; proves these sta-
tements, where the i values for several polystyrene frac-
tions in butanone solutions are given, togethep wieh the
experimental data of [M and Sw obtained by Outer, Carr and
zirnm.4i) For the sake of eomparison, there is aise gÅ}ven a-
rough evaluation of X by using the semie value of a/b as
that fer ehe pelystyrene-cyelehexane system eited before.
. Generally speaking, 'to adjust Eq. (6.28År to the empir'Å}-
cal value aj =2.1 Å~ lo21 which was found by Fox and Flory
as a mean of many data tor a wide variety oÅí polymer-soZvent
systems, it 'is only necessary to assume that o(s ranges over
 -e As shewn Sn Table rZ, E[5 -- n(X)] doe$ not exceed O.Z
fOr S.ax = O•X and [5 - n(X)]rnax= 1; while V(X) exceeds
o.1 when xÅq8.
                              "lo8-
Table vr. Values ot
butanone
Q for poiystyrene in
solutiens at 220c.












































   Ilata are obtained by Outer, varr and Zimn, ReÅí. 4Z).
b
  Values of X are obtained by making moieeular weight
   correetion of iine X values (30 50) for ![rigbaum and
   darpenter's material (lylw =3.2o x lo6). see Eq.. (6.20).
,
-I09-
  l.1 to 1.7 dependieg on the X values, ten iso inSinity, oS
  the systems. The values of o(s of this order seern to be
  very plausible for ordinary good solvent systems.
       Our Eq. (6.28) furthe? predieUs two kinds of
  deviations of g from the constancyi the one Å}s related to
  the volume effect and otten observed in rnÅ}xed solvent systerns,
  and the other is related to the draining eeÅíeet and otten ob-
  served for relatively short chain or rigid molecule such as
  the cellulose derivatives. Table V:Z prove$ the volune effe-
  et on di , where the e vaZue fov the same polyst: rene in-
  creases as the concentration of cyclohexane is increased (or
  the solvent power and oÅqs are decreased). Table VII! proves
  the draining efteet on Q , where the values of Q and
                                                                  '
   si 1/5p-'1 for the ethyl hydroxyethyl cellulose in water va?y
  appreeiably with ine?easing ivl.48) These variations undoubted-
  iy eorresvond to those of eoand teol/5po-i forx=o.srv
  O.6 in TabZes rl and IIr, and indieate that the system is to
  be characterized by very small X, or in other words a large
  value of ao!bo (see Eq. (6.8))e - . '.
       Thus we rnay arrive at a conelusion that the draSning
  eftect is inportant for quantitative interpretation of
  intrÅ}nsic viscosity data as well as the excluded volume
  etffe ct .
'Table Vrr . Values oÅí Q fer polystyrene ( Mvv == 1.62
   in the soZvent mi)ctures of dichloroethane
  and cyclehexane.
x lo6)
SoZvent qv [ka [ 7][ 100ml/g ]a a x zo-2i
Dichloroethane:
        6:
      100 :
       35:
      65:
eyelohexane
    94
    o
   65















     J)ata are obtained by
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nuter, eqrr end Zim, ReÅí. 41År,
Lill-•
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    g 6. 6. short R, ange Tnterferences
     We have evaZuated in the preeeeding sections the mode!
constants ao and bo of the random chain representing a
polystyrene molecule in cyclohexane solutions. Now we
evaluate the structuz,al eonstants of polystyrene, taking
aecount of the effect of short range intereerenees.
     Letting l be the Zength of valence bond, mo the melur
weight of a ehaÅ}n element, e the valence angle, and 95 the
rotation angle about valence bondi we obtain .
   a. Mt(- cL Nt) == e(,M,,. )t Il-" ,C,"a,, ,e • 11iÅqen,.,,CoP ÅrÅr jt (6 .soÅr
Xn the ease of polystyrene, we can put
          2.. 1.S4 AO, ame== --g-, (6.sZ)
         'Yn.=52 (avetase weCslat Of
                   -CH (C6 Hs) -- aoid -e Ha- ),
Henee usSng the data of ao in Table rx, we find Åq cos g5 År to
be about o.7. As Benoit49) has shown, it the steric hÅ}ndrance
due to side chaÅ}ns iri represented by a hard potential which
is zero for lipl L-- Åë- and intinite for all other posi-
tipns, wo can write Åq eos ip År =sin ip o/Åëo, and find
                              •- 115-•
Table rX.
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     O.Z285
     O.820
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  1055
    31.3
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-   9So '."- 800 Å}n rough agreement with the value 100e obtained by .
  a stereoehemical consideratÅ}on.
       The values of a and b depend on the ehoice of the seg-
  ment sÅ}ze Mo. Zt we put Mo= rno= 52, the foZZowing values
  are obtained:
                    oo
            a-tv- sA , b{y f,5A. (6.s2)
  !t is to be noted that both a and b are obtained in angstrorn
  order.
        Zn order to define eompletely the equÅ}valent chain, it
  is required to set an additional eondStion besÅ}des Eq. {6•50)
  An example is KulLn,s conditien,50)
''
 aN= (ato/M.t)M --- 2(Ml'xrto), (6•55)
  This reXation, together with Eq. (6.50), determSnes the size
   and length of the so-eailed preferred statÅ}stical segrnent as .
                            oo
       Mo == s2op a=l6A, a,nd b= 7A. (6•s4År ,
                                                                    v.
   The yalues of the structuraZ oonstants thus obtainad are
   collpcted in Nable :X•
        On the other hand, the force censtants E and o- for
                                -115-
the Lenna7d-Jones potential Åë (r) have been evaluated by
Hirschfelder et al. as touows:5Z)
           Åë(v) = 4e ((or/r)M--r cdr/r)`J,
                                                       (6 •55)
                               e
           4L`Io`K sT.27aA fer benseMe
                               o
          3240K 6.093A for c)roLoPzeca'ne.
Although we cannot derive eonclusive infermations from the
comparison between these pot.ential for simpZe molecules and
the mean force potontial for polyrner segments, nevertheless
we may say that the preferred statisti-qal ghain model is
that ot giving a segrnent s!ze b oS more reasonable magnibude
than the simple equSvalent ehai- n model (6.52)•
-116-
                         CONC LUS ZON
     ln thi$ work, we hava been dealing with the theory of
dilute polymer solutions frorn a rigorous and moleLcular-theo-
retical standpoint with the aÅ}m o"f describing systematÅ}ealiy
the various properties of dilute polymer solutions, Telated
te the exeluded volurne effect, by the molecular er medeX con-•
              ,stants such as the segrnent size and its link length without
including the phenomenologieai parameters, and ot interpret--
ing the recent experimentai results which eannot be expZained
by the published theorÅ}es. And this airn has alrnost been
attained, we believe, Narnely, the theory presented here can
be applied very satisfaetorily not only te give a eompletoly
quanttCative interpretation for the experZmental data ot va-
rious properties of duute polyrner sozutions such as Åqs2År ,
A2J and [?] but also to explore the nature of various appro-
xirnate theo?ies. This, of eou]?se, results from our rigopous
treatrnent in which eomplete acaount Sts t4ken oÅí the connection
of segments or the spatial correlation between segments.
Although the range of applicability of the theory is limited
in the vicinity of the Flory temperature, for the expressÅ}ons
all are expressed in a power se?ies in the excluded volume
parameter which be'cornBs zero at the Flory ternperature, it is
to be ernphasized that the values ot model constants obtained
trorn the light seattering data of Åq 's2År can be used, without
                              -n7--
introdueing any makeshÅ}st, for quantitative anaiyses 6f ocher
quantities such as A2 and [?]. Accordingly, it is desired
that the theory, which is rigorously developed trern a molecu--
lar-theoretieal standpoint and mereover is expressed in h
closed forrn, will be pvoposed in near euture, so that it may
be extended to apply to goed so:vent systerns. rn this mean-
ing, the theovy ot seeond viriaZ eoefficient recently propor-
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                  APPENDXX Z• JÅqRki)
    rf we denote the comPonents ef vectors M and q in
                                     ,
the 5-dirnensional space•by (X, y, Z) and (ql, q2, qs) •reS-
                                           'pectively, the integtal hl( q, n ) in Eq. (1.17) can be:
evaluated qs fellows,
  K, (ciz,n) -- ÅqiF7ta2)"(p3/ic2n )Sexp (--pX R2) exp (tfa, R)dffÅq
                       +w .      ,. (•+Jra2)n(pi/zg).JIIIÅqeocp (t(c}ix + ga,2F ÅÄ g3E )
                   = Nco
      • .p2( oc2+ Ls.2+ la)) oCx eL(2F o(lz t .
        = (wt aZ)n exp [- na2(g,a+ %.2 +%3a )/6] ',
   • ..(4z a2 )ec exp (-Ma232/6), i
                                         .where t p2= 3/2na2.
                                           .
     Next, using the polar coordinates (R, e, Y7 ) with the
z axis in the direetion ef vector ftz, we may rewrlte the,
integral h2{ q, n ) in Eq. CIT.IZ) as
-eL,(`z,n) == (`i-7ta2År'n'(FY,7Er'il')Jr.,z(R) ex,p (- p2 R,2) exp (c ctz • mp otfie
                      oo n 2fl
       -- (`ftJc a2)'n'(p3/7t8) fr f ,x ( R,) exp (- p2R') exp (cz kceti g)
                            x k2.dA7vt e dR de oL SJ
     " = (4 rc a2)n(F3/Jrg) Ir.tfi7t K,fifÅqk ) ..p (- p2R2 ) Re'!IijblE.l(g R) ,t iz, . (Ar .2)
                    o
                           -120-
'
Substituting Eq. (-1.ll) for X(R) with the neglection of all
terrns higher than the second of uo/k[V, and splitting the
integr.al in Eq. (AZ•2) Å}nto ttwo parts o to b and b to to
                                                       '
                           xwe .may rewrite Eq. (A!.2) as
-ft,(7,n) =- (`FJc cL2)7L(p77ck) ()f7c) ( S,lk exp (. p2 R2) -aM' !is!g2,(I R) ,t Rt "-
       - ( uo/kT) jlblll exp c-3 RjÅr,f21 d2) exp (- p2 R2) !trt'2fl2bls2e( Z Fi) ,c K ) . ( AZ ' 5 )
Splitting the second integral Å}n Eq• ÅqA!.5) into two parts o
to,co and b to o, and us'ing the approxÅ}mation (i.18), Eq.
(Ar.5:År becQrnes
 :Cl.a(`{z, n) A: -- (ifz ai)n(p3/7eEl)("F7v) { S, bR (f-p2R2) A!'21iil EtEZC% fÅq) ,eRt
          -- ctco/tk iN) C Ii R exp (. 3Ry2 d2) • de!i;t:[}.!S2% R) ,t.R -
            T ..Sl.bR(t--3fÅqf)/r2,L2) )ts•LtvLEi7R) ,tR)j r
        ft --(x"za2)'VL(p3/)r;)(`Fr,bY3År{1-+, (7a+ 7/7ta2)b2 "
          -CUe/lteT) ((7[/6){(ec/b)3exp C- d2g2/6 År
                                                   (AZ .U)
                   `- O + -. (12+ g/ai) b2)}.
                            -Z21-
     Therefore, from Eqs. (AZ.1) and (AZ.LI), we obtain for
the Four,ier transforrm of the integral J(Rkl) defined by
Eq. Åq1.15)
H( `z ) = --• (4- pt a2)i'"'(pLjÅrt17t`i?')Åqe7t fo;![31 ) {i -- Tl,7 (gi+ g/7ta2) b2
      .-- (u,/lkT) ((x/K)Z9Åq`t/b)3exp (- oC2ga/6) (AI.s)
      - f + -i{,r ($2+ g/d2) b2)} exP (- cm-n) a2g2/6 J ,
where we have replaced 1-k and j-i by:m-a-nd n respectiv.ely
for the sake of sÅ}mpZicity. .
     Now the lntegral JÅqRkz) is given by the 4nvers.e .tranS-.
torm of H(cy) as eoZlews;
      J-(Rk2 ) = 'i ltEl;'3 SeXP (-- L`tz' IR kn )d HCtiz ) oL {z
                   +oo ny
            -- g.h3 SffeXP[-'L(1,Xle2+g2ZkA+73Zhp)]
                  . oe
                                                     (AI.6)
                 x H(gt,z.,ig3) oL 3t ct72 eC33 .
Substituting Eq. (AZ.5) intq Eqf (A:.6) an.d perforniing the
integrattcn with Vaking account of the apprpximation (1.i8),
                                                          lwe arrive a-t
                            -122-
   f(RleA) : --(47ta2)MÅqz/!zal)(3/2z(wt-ot) aa)
          x etuP (- 3 Rlei/2(•ntt-•n+År cc2) ,
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 Sk and x are the ve'ctors trom











Hence Er= lf ii il?olee .
           :2= ix' lx == k2 •ill, fi ireofe',IRee
-From Eqs. ÅqA!I.1) and (A:1•2), we find
    Sh2 = Sk• Sk
       = Ro: + 'icl'r2 j{] ti iie.k'JR." -- Til} ? iRote









     z
      la
other .hand, it
 ZÅq IRok' JRa2 År
 2
can be easily
             '
`--
 N .z Åq R.,zÅr.
    la
shown thqt
kei{i2 Åq R lef År,
(Arl.5) t
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       2 ii ÅqRove'Ro2År "-'" NÅq RoR2År + ;i? ÅqRplaaÅr
                     le-a N
                   -- 21 Åq lz-ee2År - Z Åq Rkle2År.
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Hence, frorn Eqs, (AIZ.4) to (ArZ.6), we obtain
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               AppENDIX TIT• Åq Rlj '
    Using the phase integral S22(Mij, N) given by Eqs•
(1.9), (1.15), and (1.22), or the segment distribution func-
tion p2(i, j) given by Eqs• (5.18) to (5.20), we obtaÅ}n for
Åq 1/Rij'
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-                APPENDIX ZV. Iim p(X)
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    Frorn tables of the Riemann 4 -functÅ}on, we have
              e(2) ----: ,tLil!, -i;Ir. = gi-2. (Aiv.i)
From Eqs. (2+•25) and (ArV.1), it is easy to see that
 .2b.rvL.p(Å~)=;+lazO.O,(szti;2kn);i+6nlSc(.2laZ),kl.)]. (Azv,2År
Now, expanding the function a +x)5/2+ a -- x)5/2 detined
in the range -l -Åq. x -Åq- 1 in a Fourier series, we obtain
 "+xÅr8+(f-x)2---- gsff+le8-co..(--oh(2i.fflaÅr2 M
                      ee
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PuttÅ}ng x =1 in this equatton and using Eq.(AIV.1), we
obtain
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,SimiZarl: , the function a +xÅr5/2+ (1 . .)5/2 leads to
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Hence, trom Eqs. (Arv.2), (ArV•U) and (Arv•5År we arrive at
2Åíwt p(x)
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     APPEND:X V. SolutÅ}on of the :ntegral Equation
                  C5•5b) in the Asyrnptotie Umit ef
                  Large X
     !f We PUt (ib( c) .. (x/ff)(f-o,`F16E)ytcx), (AVt1)
the integraZ equation (5.5b) in the asymptotic limit of lar&p
                                                          ,}.X turnB into
             '
                         di't
                 fcx)==-.S.,:i2.i{lili.. F(tti-actt? (Av.2)
where f(x) is a known function et x in genepal. This inte-
gral equation ean be solved in a relative,Jy simple manner
uslng the Gegenbauer pelynomSal expansion proposed by Aue•?
and Gardner.57)
     Let Prn(x)'be the Gegenbauer polynomials; we expand the
kerne.1 appearing in the integral equation and the function•
Åë(x) as
                   spo
             Ix-tl-bl= Z a. ?.(x) e,.Ct),
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                                      '
              gs(x•)-.4,,Nlilt{;,2-pt.(,X)h (Av•s)
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where the coefficient a                        and the normalization constan't 'N
are gSven by
          a.- zg(2n-t)[ ,,lion-,ft!,l) ]l
                                                  (Av .h..)
                fi [ r(-{}-)]2 r(m+i)
          N•,, =
                 (2on+S) 7(X+Å}) ,
Then, by substituting Eqs.. (AV.5) into Eq. (AV,2), •we ob'tain
     .f(x)i-stlilE, {:..anb•rvzN,;' ?ntCX) J?2it),?."Årza) crtt .(Av..s.,)
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and S-Ii-a/lllfis.. v(xX;i,k i?,.(c)dx=a.bnN,,. == c.,L; (AV"6)
                     oo cwt ?.cx)Hence, slScx) == .,:,i!, . (z.,, Nij} (t.x,)v-. ÅqAV'7)
Since we here eoncern oixeselves wi-th the ease:.
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Eqs. (AV.6) and (AV•7) yieZd the results,
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    The trÅ}ctional coefticient Z- ean be calculated
                 +1
         :' = -llf4LS y(xptx
                -[
                                  .f.I
           ,= Es N (1- o, `Ft6 Z )-' t-il- S, ÅëC Z) OCX] .
By using Eq• (AV.10), we obtain
  ] `'-• "-}' ..,, ., = O' 38I1 (4 N/År(')(1 -- O' 4'i6Z)-l,
or EÅ~GeCX)Jx... = O•7622.
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